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We define herein a class of context-free grammars,
 
called the "Simple LR(k)" or "SLR(k)" grammars, which have
 
been shown to include the weak precedence and the simple
 
precedence grammars as proper subsets. We al;o show how
 
to construct parsers for the SLR(k) grammars.- Our parser
 
constructing techniques have been implemented (see Appendices II
 
and III) and by direct comparison have been shown to be
 
superior to precedence techniques, not only in the range of
 
grammars covered, but also in the speed of parser construction
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This paper reports some of the results attained in the course
 
of thesis research± by the author. We define a class of context­
free grammars, called the "Simple LR(k)" or "SLR(k)" grammars,
 
which have been shown (DeR 69) to include the weak precedence
 
(I&M 70) and the simple precedence (W&W 66) grammars. We
 
also show how to construct parsers for SLR(k) grammars. The
 
construction technique can be extended (DeR 69, 70a) to an
 
algorithm for constructing a parser for any LR(k) grammar
 
(Knu 65); i.e., any grammar which generates strings each of
 
which can be parsed during a single deterministic scan from
 
left to right without looking ahead more than k symbols.
 
We also present in Appendix II an implementation of our
 
SLR(k) techniques++. The presentation is, in the form of a
 
+The thesis research was supported in part by Project MAC, an
 
M.I.T. research project sponsored by the Advanced Research
 
Projects Agency, Department of Defense, under Office of
 
Naval Research Contract Nonr-4102 (01).
 





debugged, operating program written in the language XPL (MHW 70).
 
The program analyses grammars and, if they are SLR(l), it
 
punches tables which can be plugged into the "skeleton" given
 
in Appendix III to form syntax analysers for the grammars.
 
The syntax analysers can then be used in syntax-directed
 
compilers for languages based on these grammars (see MHW 70).
 
II. Terminology. 
A cOntext-free (CF) grammar is a quadruple (VT, VN , P) 
,3 
, 
where Vj'is a finite set of symbols called terminals, VN is a 
finite set of symbols distinct from those in VT called 
nonterminals, S is a distinguished member of VN called the 
starting symbol, and P is'a finite set of pairs called productions. 
Each production is written A - w and has a left partA in VN 
and a right-part w in V where V VN U VT V denotes the 
set of all strings composed of symbols in V, including the 
empty string. 
Without loss of generality we assume that one production 
is of the form S - h S' I , where S' is a subordinate starting 
symbol and S and the terminal "pad" symbols h and I appear in 
none of the other productions. We use Latin capitals to 
denote nonterminals, lower case Latin letters and special
 
symbols (e.g., +, ', :, etc.) to denote terminals, and lower
 
case Greek letters to denote strings. We use ji to denote
 
the length of (number of symbols in) the string a, and k:B
 
to denote the first k symbols of a if 1B .kand 0 otherwise.
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In the sequel, we often use for examples the grammar
 
Cl = ([(,),i,t,+, , 1, ([S, E, T, Pj,S, P1 ) 
where Pi consists of the following productions: 
S-.j- Ej T P t T -P -i 
E -E + T T -P P-( E 
E T 
If A - w is a production, an immediate derivation of one 
string a = p w B from another a' = p A is written a' -(I. 
The transitive completion of this relation is a derivation 
and is written a' m , which means there exist strings 
' ' ° ' OL0 = - oxn such that a' = o0 - a, -an = a for n 0. 
We choose as our canonical derivation the right derivation; i.e., 
the derivation in which each step is of the form p A 0 - p w 0 
where 0 is in VT*o 
A terminal string is one consisting entirely of terminals. 
A sentential form is any string derivable from S. A sentence 
is any terminal sentential form. The -languageL(G) generated 
by a CF grammar G is the set of sentences; i.e., L(G) -
[r, E VT I S - I). We assume that G has no useless productions; 
i.e., we assume that for each production A - w there exists
 
a derivation S - a A p - g w p - a 8 where a, 6, and 0 
are terminal strings. Well known methods exist for detecting
 




Loosely speaking, a parse of a string is some indication
 
of how that string was derived. In particular, a canonical
 
parse of a sentential form m is the reverse of the sequence
 
of productions used in a canonical derivation of a. We
 
refer to the action of determining a parse as parsing, and a
 
parsing algorithm is called a parser.
 
III. 	 Parsers for LR(0) Grammars
 
In this section we briefly review the results of Knuth
 
(Knu 65) regarding LR(O) grammars. We use a combination of
 
the terminologies of Earley (Ear 70) and McKeeman (McK 70).
 
To construct an LR(O) parser for a CF grammar
 
G = (VT, VN , P) we compute configuration sets. Each
 
member of a configuration set is called a configuration and
 
it is a production in P with a special marker (we use a dot ".")
 
in its right part. There is an initial configuration set,
 
namely SO = IS . H S' - }, and the other sets are computed 
as indicated below. 
Each non-empty configuration set has one or more 
successors, other configuration sets, For instance, SO has 
a single successor (in particular, a -successor) which 
-
-
contains the configuration S - F . S' d, among others. 
In general, a configuration set Si has an s-successor for 
each symbol s in V such that there exists a configuration 
in Si with a marker preceding an instance of the symbol s. 
This s-successor consists of a basis set unioned with a
 
closure set. The basis set consists of all configurations
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in Si having a marker before an s, but with the marker moved 
to follow the s; i.e., it is - w s 1 A', w . s W' E Si. 
The closure set is defined recursively to be the largest set 
of configurations of the form A . . w such that A - w is in P 
and there exists a configuration with a marker before an A in 
either the basis set or the closure set.
 
In the special case of a configuration with a marker to
 
the right of all symbols in the right part of the production,
 
the corresponding successor is the empty set and i called the
 
"'PA W -successor" where A - W is the production involved.
 
An LR(O) parser for a grammar G, then, is reptesented by
 
the set of all configuration sets computed by starting with S
 




As an example we begin the computation of the LR(O) parser
 
for our example grammar GI. As usual,
 
s o = [S E 
S0 has only a 1--successor, call it S1 whose basis set is
 
and whose closure set is 
(E - . E + T, 
E - T, 






oP - (E ) }. 
-6-

S has an E-successor (call it $2), a T-successor (S6), a 
P-successor (S7), an i-successor (S10) , and a (-successor 
(Sii ) . Set S2 has the basis set 
(S - E .- 1 , 
E -E +T 




We can abstract from a set of configuration sets and their
 
successor relations the essential structure and get a finite­
state machine (FSM). For each configuration set there is a
 
corresponding state in the FSM; the empty configuration set
 
corresponds to the final state. The transitions of the FSM
 
correspond to the successor relations. This FSM has been
 
called (DeR 69) the characteristic FSM (or CFSM) of the
 
grammar. The CFSM of grammar GI is illustrated in Figure 2.
 
Any CFSM state with transitions under symbols in V only
 
is called a read state. Any state with but one transition,
 
and it under one of the special #A -W -symbols, is called a 
reduce state. States having both kinds of transitions are 
called inadequate states. 
In our terminology Knuth showed that a CF grammar G is
 
LR(O) if and only if its CFSM has no inadequate states. (Thus,
 
grammar G1 is not LR(O).) Also, he showed that the following
 





Names Configuration Successor Names Configuration Successor 
(Numbers) Sets Relations (Numbers) Sets Relations 
0: S.. PE 1 7: T -. P.'t T 8 
T -.P. } T 
T 
14 
1: (S h.EE 8: [T -P t. T -9 
E- E+T T T- .P t T 








P -. (E ) ] -4 -( 10 l 
P i -10 
2: [S - h E 1_3 9: (T9:[ t T.P i  } #T-PtT-­> 14 1 
E E +-T 94 10: [P-.1 #P-i 
-- 14 
3: (S- E # t 






T ) 6 
4: [E -E + . T 5 T -- P t T 
P tT T P7 
T P 7 P i 10 
P ­ i I 0 P - (E )1--1i 
P-. ( E) ] --­( i 
5: CE + T. 
#E-E+T 
---­14 12: (P ( E. )E -E. + T -. ( 134-­+4 
6: 
6:[E T.]#E-T 
--T.314 13: (P -( E ) -
#P-(E) 
#--E1 
14: [ 3 
Figure 1. The configuration sets and successor relations of the LR(0)
 
parser for our example grammar GI.
 
-j 
Figure 2. The CFSM of our example grammar G (0) S - R - . (1) E E + T. 
(2) E - T, (3) T - P t T, (4) T - P, (5) P 7 1, (6) P' ( E , idenotes a single 
state, the final state. The subscripts on the #-symbols reference productions. 
LR(0) parsing algorithm: Maintain a stack on which to 
.I JSAT 
store alternately symbols in V and the names of states enteted 
& sWuui' ao MsD s.L 9o Mt-oladi sT 
by G's CFSM. We be'giA *ith-itle eFWItastte- 0 bod'responding 
to the initial configuration set) and with the name S'0 the
 
eS1. q___ 	 :1 ____antiI: 	 .Jan

only-i =t--In- the stae-4M--'O-parse a s-t-r-i-n---rn-I L 
-I 	 + 1f 0U 
Let a = 	 wa.
 
(ii) 	 Starting the CFSM in whatever stae t was in prior
 
_ to this tep, cause the CFSM t0 g ikirading a
 
and to shoreon the stack ea9h sbcrie!d followed
 
by the name f the state entired fls4u-uehtly.
 
(ii) When the CFSM enters a reduc itJ f -liI&hit 
1
must do sooner or later), set Le &-t9e
 
0
suffix oK R ot yet read. Let t 4 t0ct! n
associatqd~wirth the transition from & f -t Ju~e 
state be Pop the top 2 tWI ems of 
the stack. If A = S the parse is ccmp£le& so 
Klstop; oth.eIwise,%] return the CFSM co,plieC so 
whose name is on the top of the stac, set 
a 	= A, and go to step (ii). 
.bn4NPnrd1SIT ISm 	 at 9srnoestat? siorHIt has been shown in OeR 69) hindin' u5) that, if tHis 
algorithm is applied to a string not in L(G), the CFSM will 
at some point enter a read state that has no transition under 
the next symbol to be read; i.e., it has been shown that the 
algorithm fails for strings not in L(G). 
The history of the above algorithm using the CFSM of 




The history of the CFSM of Figure 2
 
applied to the string 11 =-i + i -i" 
Stack Input 	 Output Line #
 
O i+i i 	 1 
2'01-1 i+i j 
0 1110 + i P 3 
O-iF7 + i T 4 
5
E T 
0 [IT 6 + i 

0 IE2 + ii 6
 
-7
0 IE2+4 i 

0 h1 E2 +4 i 1 0 p 8 
0 E2+4 P7 -j 9t 
100otE 2+4T5 1 





tNote that there is some magic in lines 4 and 9.
 
is indicated in Table I. Note that the decisions whether to
 
reador reduce at lines 4 and 9 were made somehow magically
 
since the associated state 7 is inadequate.
 
Intuitive explanation: Since each CFSM state-name
 
corresponds to a configuration set, it is as if the parsing
 
algorithm were storing configuration sets between symbols
 
on the stack. The configuration sets merely represent the
 
"state of the parse" at various points in the string.
 
For instance, the state of the parse at the beginning is 
represented by [S - . E d , indicating that we are 
expecting an instance of an S which is composed of a F followed 
by an E followed by a 9. The marker "." before the [ indicates 
that the next thing to be matched is a 
If I- is the next symbol in the string, we read it and proceed 
to a state represented by [S - F . E "1,E - . E + T, E .T, 
T - . P t T, T . P, P i P - . ( E ) 3; otherwise the string 
is in error (not in L(G)). The latter set indicates that the 
next symbol must be an E, which may be in the form of an E + T 
or a T, and the T may be in the form P t T or P, and the P 
may be in the form i or E. So, we may expect an E, T, P, i, 
or (, next.
 
If the next symbol is, in fact, an i, it is clear that the 
pertinent configuration was P - . i. Thus,.we read the i and 
proceed to a state of the parse represented by [P - i . 1, 
indicating that we have just read the right part of the production 
and may replace it with the left part. 
-12-

Upon doing so we return to the state of the parse which
 
existed before reading the right part (the i) and find out
 
what to do when the left part (P) is the next symbol' In
 
the case at hand the pertinent configurations are T - . P t T 
and T . P, so we read the P and proceed to the state 
represented by (T - P . t T, T - P . 1.
 
The latter set corresponds to an inadequate state and our
 
parsing algorithm, as it stands now, fails.
 
IV. Parsers for Simple 1Lk) Grammars
 
When our CFSM enters an inadequate state we do not know
 
whether to stop and make a reduction or to allow the CFSM to
 
continue reading. The notion of a Simple LR(k) granmmararises
 
from a particular, simple solution to the indecisiveness
 
associated with inadequate states. We first consider SLR(l)
 
grammars and then generalize to SLR(k). 
SLR(l) Grammars. A CF grammar G is said to be SLR(l) 
if and only if each of the inadequate states of its CFSM has 
mutually disjoint-simple 1-look-ahead sets associated with its 
terminal- and #-transitions. 
A simple 1-look-ahead set is associated with each transition 
from an inadequate state. For a transition under a symbol s in 
V the set is (s). For a transition under a symbol #A W, where 
A - W is in P, the set is F.1(A) = (s E VTI S * p A s for 
some p, 01; i.e., the set of terminal symbols which may follow 
the nonterminal A in some sentential form. 
P appears
As an example we compute FT(P) for grammar G,: 
in the right parts of two productions. The production T - P t T 
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implies that t is in FT1(P). The production T - P implies that 
all the strings in FI(T) are also in F(P). E - E + T and E TT ET 
each imply that the members of FT(E) are also in FI(T). S F E -I 
implies that d is in FT(E); E E + T adds +; and P - (E) adds 
")I Thus, we have determined that FI(P) = t, "I +, ) ,and 
TaTd 
in the process that FI(T) = FT(E) = C-, +, ) 3. In Appendix 
I we give a method for finding simple 1-look-ahead sets 
directly from the CFSM. 
Grammar G1 is SLR(l) since the inadequate state 7 of its 
CFSM has the disjoint simple 1-look-ahead sets: [t) for the 
t-transition and FI(T) = -j, +, )) for the #T - -transition. 
To get a parser for an SLR(l) grammar we must modify (a)
 
the CFSM and (b) the parsing algorithm.
 
(a) Each inadequate state N of the CFSM is replaced by a 
look-ahead state N' such that, for each transition from N to 
some state M under a symbol s and with associated simple 1-look­
ahead set L, there exists a transition from N' to some new state 
M' under the set L and from M' there is exactly one transition, 
namely one under s to state M. 
The appropriately modified state 7 for the CFSM of grammar G 
is illustrated below: 
-14­
(b) Our parsing algorithm must be modified in two ways.
 
First, it must treat look-ahead states properly: if and when.
 
the CFSM enters a look-ahead state N, investigate but do not
 
read the next symbol s and cause the CFSM to enter next the
 
state to which goes the transition under the look-ahead set
 
containing s. Second, the algorithm must never push on its
 
stack the iame of any of the new states (M' of above) to which
 
go transitions from look-ahead states.
 
The magic in lines 4 and 9 of Table I can now be explained.
 
For example, we detail below the actions of the modified
 
parsing algorithm using the modified CFSM to accomplish the
 




State Stack Input Output Line #
 
7 0 1 P7i 4 
14' 0 P 7 0 i7T -P1 4' 
6 ol T +i - 5 
Generalization to SLR(k). Conceptually, the generalization 
from SLR(1) to SLR(k) is simple. Instead of using FT(A) for 
look-ahead sets, we merely want to use F = f e V S -* pA 
and a = k : for some p and p); 
-15­
i.e., the set of strings of
 
k or less terminals that may follow the nonterminal A in some
 
sentential form. The intent is that the parsing algorithm
 
would look k symbols ahead, rather than just one, whenever
 
necessary to make a parsing decision. The techniques described
 
below, then, need to be used only for inadequate states with
 
overlapping simple 1-look-ahead sets associated with their
 
terminal- and #-transitions; i.e., only for states for which
 
one-symbol look-ahead is inadequate.
 
Unfortunately, the following rather long-winded definitions
 
are required to precisely define SLR(k).
 
Definition. (Recursive on the value of k.) Let 
G be a CF grammar and k be a positive integer. 
There is associated with each transition of G's 
CFSM a simple k-look-ahead set which is as 
follows. For a #A -transition, where A ­
kis a production, the set is FT(A). For a 
transition under a symbol s in V the set is [s} if 
s E VN or if k = 1 and otherwise {sp E VT I the 
s-transition is to a state N and $ is in a simple
 
(k-l)-look-ahead set associated with some terminal­




Although for ease of definition sets are associated with
 
every transition of the CFSM, we are interested only in the
 
sets for transitions from inadequate states.
 
For the value as an example we illustrate the computation
 
of the simple 3-look-ahead set for the t-transition in
 
Figure 2. The computation is actually unnecessary forgrammar
 
G1, since G1 is SLR(l), as we saw above.
 
First, we follow all paths leading from state 7, starting
 
with the t-transition, until either a string of length three
 
is "spelled out" or until the terminal state is reached. The
 
strings spelled out by all such paths are tT#TPtT, tP#T-p, tPi,
 
ti#p i , t(E, t(T, T(P, t(i, and t((. Next, the desired set of
 
strings can be derived from these strings as follows. First, 
each string in VT is in the desired set. Second, for each 
string of the form #A" where A - w is a production, a 
is in VT, and talt n, every string which can be formed by 




set. In our special case the latter means ti concatenated
 
with the members of F (P). Thus, the simple 3-look-ahead

T 
set for the t-transition is [ t(i, t((, tit, tij, ti+, ti) 3. 
Note:that if we are parsing a terminal string, no non­
terminals can appear in the second or greater positions ahead; 
however, a nonterminal can appear in the first position 
ahead, due to the last clause of part (iii) of our parsing 
algorithm given above. If we were interested in parsing 
-17­
strings with some nonterminals in them, e.g., in incremental
 





Finally we come to our main definition.
 
Definition. Let k be a positive integer. A CF
 
grammar G is Simple LR(k), abbreviated SLR(k),
 
if and only if for each inadequate state N (if any)
 
of G's CFSM the simple k-look-ahead sets associated
 
with the terminal- and #-transitions from N are
 




Parsers for SLR(k) grammars are constructed in a manner
 
similar to that described for SLR(l) grammars above, the only
 
differences being (1) that the look-ahead sets contain strings
 
of length k rather than one, and (2) that when the CFSM is in
 
a look-ahead state, the parsing algorithm must investigate
 
the next k symbols to be read rather than the next one.
 
It should-be clear that the computation of look-ahead
 
sets for a given inadequate state is independent of that for
 
any other state; i.e., we can have a different value of k for
 
+in a paper to follow (DeR 70b) we describe a generalization of
 
LR(k) in which the parser reduces a string little by little as
 
it scans back and forth over the string. There, too, strings
 
containing nonterminals must be considered.
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each inadequate.state. (In a sense, each reduce state has
 
k = 0.) Further, the strings-in a given look-ahead set L need
 
not all be the same length: each string in L may be of
 
minimum length such that it is not a prefix of some other
 
string in another look-ahead set LI of the same inadequate
 
state. Clearly, minimizing the lengths of strings in this
 
manner leaves the look-ahead sets mutually disjoint.
 
Extension to LR(k) Grammars. In (DeR 69) and in a
 
forthcoming paper (DeR 70a) a method is described for
 
extending the above techniques so that a parser can be
 
constructed for any LR(k) grammar. Conceptually the method
 
is simple, although the details get tedious. Basically
 
the method involves computing corresponding pairs of left
 
and right contexts that are pertinent to the decisions that
 
must be made when the CFSM enters an inadequate state, and
 
using these pairs to split states of the CFSM and to compute
 
more restricted look-ahead sets,
 
In essence, the parsing algorithm uses the CFSM to
 
remember pertinent facts about the history of parses. The
 
state-splitting enhances the memory of the CFSM and thus the
 
capabilities of the parser. The more restricted look-ahead
 
sets are merely subsets of the simple k-look-ahead sets and
 
they contain only right contexts which correspond to specific
 






The SLR(k) grammars appear to be an important class of CF
 
grammars. It has been shown in (DeR 69) that the SLR(l)
 
grammars include the weak precedence (I&M 70) and the simple
 
precedence (W&W 66) grammars as proper subsets. Furthermore,
 
the SLR(k) techniques are extendable (DeR 69, 70a) first to
 
cover all "right bounded context" grammars (Flo 64), and then,
 
with a bit more work, to cover all LR(k) grammars; i.e.,
 
grammars whose sentences can be parsed during a single
 




An SLR(l) system has been implemented here at UCSC (see
 
Appendix II) and at the University of Toronto+, and they have
 
been compared with a similar system based on the extended
 
precedence methods of McKeeman (McK 66, MHW 70). The precedence
 
and SLR(l) systems were used to generate parsers for the
 
languages XPL (MHW 70), SPL (M&R 69), and PAL (Eva 69). The
 
SLR(l) system generated parsers for XPL and SPL in about one
 
fifth the time required by the extended precedence system; the
 
parsers generated by the two systems require comparable space
 
and running times. An SLR(l) parser was generated for PAL,
 
but an extended precedence parser could not be constructed for
 




+Personal communication from Professor James J. Horning, Computer
 








Definition: (restatement of above) 
FTI(A) = [s E VT I S .* p A s. p for some p, s E V* 1. 
Observation: S -, p A s simplies either
 
S -* p' A' 5' tp'0" A s '" 0' = p A s p or
 
S - p' A' ' p' p" A" s p"' * p' p" p"' A s p" ' = p A s .
 
Definition. [A] = [B ; VN B .* p' A for some p' E V*}. 
Theorem. FT(A) = sE VT for some B in [A] there exists 
a B-transition in the CFSM to a state having an s-transition. 
Example: For grammar G1 CT] = fT, El since T -* T by de­
finition and E -* p' T, in particular, E - T and E - E + T. 
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15 1 PREFACE I 
16I 
17 1 THE FOLLOWING PROGRAM IS AN IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SIMPLEST RFSULTS 
18 IPRESFNTFD IN THE AUTHOR'S DISSERTATION (DER 69). THF PROGRAM REAPS A GRAMMAR 1
 
19 lAN) ATTEMPTS TO CONSTRUCT A SIMPLF LR(1) PARSER FOR IT. THF PROGRAM EITHER I
 
?0 ISUCCEEDS ANO PUNCHES TABLFS THAT RFPRFSFNT THE PARSFR, OR IT PRINTS MESSAGES I 
21 IRELATFD TO THE REASONS WHY IT CANNOT BE SUCCESSFUL. IF THE PROGRAM FAILS, 1 
22 ITHE GIVEN GRAMMAR IS EITHER TOO LARGE IN SOME ASPECT OR IT IS NOT SIMPLE tR(ll: 1 
23 II.F., THF PRCGRAM WILL SUCCEED, EXCEPT FOR SPACE LIMITATIONS, FOR ANY SIMPLE I 
24 ILR(I) GRAMMAR. 
25 1 IT IS TO BE EMPHASIZED THAT THIS PROGRAM IS INTENEOED MORE AS DOCUMENTATIONI 
26 ITHAN AS THE MOST EFFICIENT IMPLEMENTATION OF SLR(I) TECHNIQUES. THUS, BY AND 1 
27 ILARGE, WE OPTED FOR READARILITY RATHER THAN EFFICIENCY WHEN THE TWO WERF IN 
?8 ICONFLICT. FURTHFRMORF, THE TABLES GENERATED BY THF PROGRAM REPRESFNT A PARSER 
29 IWHICH WILL EXECUTE QUICKLY RUT WHICH IS QUITE SPACE-INEFFICIENT. THE SIZE 1 
30 1IF THE TABLES GENERATED COULD BE REDUCED TO ABOUT ONE QUARTER THE CURRENT SIZE 1 
31 IRY SEPARATING TRANSITIONS UNDER TERMINALS FROM THOSF UNDER NONTERMINALS, 
32 ICOMBINING ECUIVALETT ROWS IN THF RESULTING MATRICES, AND PERHAPS IMPLEMENTING 
33 ISTATES WITH ONLY A FEW TRANSITIONS VIA LISTS RATHER THAN MATRICES. 
34 1 
35 1 
36 1 HOW TO USE THE ANAtYSER 
37 1 I 
38 1 INPUT TO THE PROGRAM IS MACE VIA CARDS. CARDS WITH THE CHARACTER "@" IN 
39 ITHE FIRST COLUMN ARE TREATED AS COMMENT OR CONTROL CARDS, AS DESCRIBED AT THF I 
40 SE-GINNING CF THE PROGRAM. ELANK CARDS AR IGN RFD. GRAMMARS MAY RE ATCHED RY 1 
41 ISEPAAT[NG THEM WITH CONTROL CARDS BEGINNING WITH "AFMAR. D NOT PUT SUCH A 
4? PDARD THEAFTER LAST GRAMMAR. 
43 I PRODUCTIONS ARE PLACED ONE TO A CAR). IF THE FIRST COLUMN IS NON-PLANK, 
44 ITHE FIRST TKFN ON THE CARD IS TAKEN TOBF THF LEFT PAPT OF THE PRE DGUCTRON: 
45 IOTHERWISE, THE LEFT PART IS TAKEN TO RE THE LEFT PART OF THE PRECEDING PRODCTO­
46 ITION. THE BALANCE OF THE CARD IS TAKEN TO BE THF RIGHT PART F THE PRODUCTION. 1 
47 IANY TOKEN THAT OCES NOT OCCUR AS A LEFT DART IS A TERMINAL SYMBOL: ANY TOKEN 1 
48 ITHAT OCCURS ONLY AS A LEFT PART IS A GOAL SYMBOL (THERE SHOILD RE AT MOST ONE 1 
49 IPEP GRAMMAR). ALL PROOUCTIONS WITH THE SAME tEFT PART MUST BE GROHPED. 
50 1 A TOKEN IS EITHER 
51 ILI) THE CHARACTER "0 FOLLOWED BY A BLANK. OR 
92 1I?1 ANY CONSFCUTIVE GROUP OF NON-BLANK CHARACTERS NOT BFGINNING WITH "C" AND 1 
51 1 FOLLOWED By A PI ANK OR THE END OF THF CARD, OR 
54 1(3) THF CHARACTER "el FOLLOWED BY A NON-BLANK CHARACTER AND THEN ANY STRIN, OF 
-21-

There are n& T-transitions to states having'transitions under
 
any symbols in VT.
 
Proof of theorem: Given the observation above and the
 
definition of [A] we need only prove that, if A' - p!' Bs " 
is a production, there will be in the CFSM a B­
transition to a state having an s-transition. But this
 
follows from the fact that we assumed there were no useless
 
productions and from the method of computing the successors
 
of configuration sets. Thus, the configuration A' - p".B s 8" 
must appear in some configuration set which will have a.B­
successor containing A' - p" B . s p", and the B-successor 
will have an s-successor containing A' - p" B s .". Q.E.D. 
Conclusion: One can compute FT(A) as follows. First, compute
 
[A] directly from the grammar via fast bit matrix techniques
 
(Che 67). Second, starting with an empty set L, scan the
 
transitions of the CFSM: for each transition under a symbol
 
in [A] to some state N, add to L each symbol s in VT such
 
that there is an s-transition from N. This step can also be
 
done with bit matrix techniques (see Appendix II). The
 
resulting set L is the desi'ed set F A).
 
55 BLANK AND NON-BLANK CHARACTERS UP TO AND INCLUDING THF NFXT OCCORRENCE OF
 








61 1 THE GRAMMAR REPRESENTATION AND THE PROCEDURES, ERROR, LINF_OUT. PRINT_DATF, 
62 IPRINTTIME, PRINTG, RFADG, AND PUNCHCARD, WERE ADAPTED FROM SIMILAR 
63 IPROCEDURES IN THE XPL GRAMMAR ANALYSER (MHWTO) AND WERE ORIGINALLY WRITTEN 
64 IRY J. J. HCRNING UNDER THE SUPERVISION OF W. M. MCKEFMAN. THESE PROCEDURES 
65 IWERE, HOWEVER, REFORMATTED, RFSCOPED, AND REPARAGRAPHED ACCORDING TO OUR OWN 
66 ICONVENTIONS. 
67 1 WE WOULD ALSO LIKE TO THANK JEFFREY SUE FOR PRELIMINARY WORK ON AND 
6R IDISSCUSSIONS ABOUT AN SLRCI) ANALYSER AND W. M. MCKEEMAN FOR NUMEROUS 









74 1 THE GROSS STRUCTURE OF THE PROGRAM, ALONG WITH LINE'NUMBERS AND SOME 










80 I 170 LANGUAGE EXTENTIONS (LITERAL DECLARATIONS):
 
81 1 BOOLEAN, TRUE, FALSE, PUNCH, EJFCT_PAGE, DOUBLE_SPACE,
 




84 1 190 SYSTEM TOGGLES:
 






88 218 UTILITY PROCEDURES: ODD, MIN, MAX, FRRnRCERROR COUNT),
 






92 1 293 GRAMMAR REPRESENTATION: PRODARRAY, PROD_ARRAY-PTR, PRODSTART,
 
93 1 RT_PTSIZE, FIRSTPRODFOR, ON_LEFT, ONRIGHT,
 




















104 /* THE BODY OF READG. * / 
105 1
 
106 1 626 CFSM REPRESENTATION: READXITIONS TABLE,
 
107 1 SYMBEFORE. HTOPOP, SYM_TO_READ,
 
108 I DEFAULTXITION, IS_INADEOUATE, ISREDUCE, 
109 ISLRO, ISSLRI, EXITSTATE, ERROR_STATE,
 
110 I IS_LA_REOIJCE, IS_RFAD. #_LAREDUCE_STATES, 
ill I INC_ U_LA_ REdUCE_STATES, HREADSTATES, 
112 I INC_ f_READSTATES, READXITION, IPDATEREADXITION, 




115 I 6q5 PRINT_CFSM: /* A PROCEDURE TO PRINT A CFSM. * /
 
116 STRLNTH_8: 
117 /* THE BODY OF PRINTCFSM. * / 
118 
119 I812 COMPUTFCFSM: /* A PROCEDURE TO COMPUTE A CFSM. * / 
120 1 WAKE-CONFIG: 
121 1 PROD: 
122 1 DOT­
123 1 SYMAFTERDOT:" 
124 1 DOTATEND: 
125 1 SUCCESSOR: 
126 1 (BASISSTACK, RS_START, BSSIE) 
127 1 (CONFIG__SET, iCONFIGS, INCJCONFIGS) 
128 1 869 COWPUTECONFIGSET: 
129 1 (STATE) 
130 PRINTCS: 
131 I AnD_SUCCS TOJCS: 
132 SORTCS: 
133 /*THE BODY OF COMPUTFCONFIG-SET. * I 
134 1 (READ_TOINAD, STATEJPTRS) 
135 1 959 ADDSUCCESSORSTORS: 
136 (STATE, BASISSFT, INC-BASIS_SFTSIZE) 
137 LOOKUPREAD: 
138 I LOOKUPREDUCE: 
139 f /* THE BODY OF ADD_SUCCESSORS_iTOBS. / 
140 11065 /* THE RODY OF COMPUTE_CFSM. * / 
141 1 
142 11117 SLR(1) LOOK-AHFA SET REPRESENTATION: 
143 (LOCK_AHEADTABLE) 
144 VALIDATELAXITION: 
145 I IS_VALID_LA: 
146 1 INCLUDED: 
147 1 INCLUDF: 
148 I INTERSECT: 
149 1 
150 11185 PRINT-SLRI_LA_SETS: /* A PROCEDURE TO PRINT SLR(1) LOOK-AHEAD SETS. * / 
151 1 STR-LNTH13: 
152 /* THE BEDY OF PRINT-LnOK AHEADSFTS. * f 
153 
154 11228 COMPUTESLRI_LASFTS: /*A PROCEDURE TO COMPUTE SLR(I) LOOK-AHFAO SETS.* / 
155 1 NOTSLRI: 
156 1 (4 THF BODY OF COMPUTESLRILASFTS. * / 
157 1 
158 11314 PUNCH-DPDA: /* A PROCEDURE TO PUNCH SLR(IP PARSERS. * / 
159 1 PUNCHCARD: 
160 1 CCNVERT: 
161 1 /* THE BODY OF PUNCH_DPDA. * / 
162 I 
163 11465 MAIN PROGRAM. 






170 1 /*FIRST SCME LANGUAGE EXTENTIONS. *** ****t*******/ 
171 1 
172 I- DECLARE BOOLFAN LITERALLY IBIT(I)', 
173 I TRUE LITERALLY *i',
 
174 I FALSE LITERALLY '0', 
175 I EJFCTPAGF LITFRALLY IOUTPUT(1) = "1'', 
176 I DOUBLE-SPACE LITERALLY IOUTPUT(I) ''0"',
 









































192 DECLARE MOREGRAMMARS BOOLEAN:
 




195 1 DECLARE CCNTROL(255) POOLEAN,
 
196 f* A n IN COLUMN ONE OF A GRAMMAR CARD SWITCHES THE TOGGLE 
197 1* INDICATED BY THE CHARACTER IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING THE Q. *1 
198
 
199 2i LITERALLY 'BYTE({'I'')',
 




202 @G LITERALLY 'BYTEMI'G")',
 




205 @C LITERALLY 'YTE(''C"I)l,
 




208 I @F LITERALLY 'RYTE("#F''I',
 




211 I @L LITERALLY 'YTE("L')',
 
INITIALLY OFF. *I 
INITIALLY ON. "1 
INITIALLY OFF. */ 
*/ 
212 1* @L CONTROLS LISTING OF LOOK-AHEAD SETS; INITIALLY ON. *1 
213 1 
2141 @P LITERALLY 'BYTE('P'')'; 
215 I f* @P CONTROLS PUNCHING OF DPDA: INITIALLY ON. 
216 
217 






221 IODD: */ 1* THE PREDICATE ODD. *1
 





225 1 PROCEDURE (I, J) FIXED:
 
226 1 DFCIARE (I, J) FIXED;
 
227 1 IF I < J THEN RETURN I! ELSE RETURN J;
 






231 1 PROCEDURE (I, J) 

232 1 DFCLARE (I, J) 

233 I IF I > J THEN 









RETURN 1; ELSE RFTURN J:
 
236 1 DECLARE ERRORSCI1jNT FIXED; f* GLOBAL VARIABLE. */ 





OUTPUT = '** ERROR, I If MESSAGE* DOUBLE-SPACE;
 




ILINEOUT: 	 /* NUMBER A LINE AND PRINT IT. */
 
I PROCEDURE (NUMBER, LINE);
 
DECLARE NUMBER FIXED, LINE CHARACTER;
 
DECLARE NUM FIXED, N CHARACTER:
 
N = NUMBER; /* CONVERT N TO CHARACTER. 4/
 
NUM = 6 - LENGTHIN); /4 6 = MARGIN. */
 
OUTPUT = SUBSTR(XI2, 0, NUM) I N 1I 1I LINE;
 
I END 	LINEOUT; 




DECLARE MESSAGE CHARACTER, DATE FIXED;
 
DECLARE MONTH(I) CHARACTER INITIAL
 
('JANUARY', 'FEBRUARY', 'MARCH', 'APRIL', 'MAY', 'JUNE', 
'JULY', 'AUGUST', 'SEPTEMPER' , 'OCTOBER', 'NOVEMBER', 'DECEMBER'), 
DAYS(1) FIXED INITIAL 
(0, 31, 60, 91, 121, 152, 182, 213, 244, 274, 305, 335):
 
DECLARE (YEAR, DAY, M) FIXED:
 
DAY : DATE MOO 1000;
 
YEAR DATE/1000 + 1900;
 




DO WHILE DAY <= DAYS(M): M = M - i END;
 
OUTPUT = MESSAGE 11 MONTH(M) II ' ' I DAY-DAYS(M) I ', ' II
 
YEAR It *.'; DOUBLE_SPACE; 
I END PRINT DATE; 
I DECLARE (FIRSTTIME, THIS-TIME, LAST_TIME) FIXED; /* GLOBAL VARIABLES. *l
 




DECLARE 	(I, J) FIXED, T CHARACTER:
 
THIS_ TIME = TIME;
 
I = THIS-TIME - LAST-TIME;
 
J = I MfD 100:
 
I I / 100:
 
T = 'TIME USED SINCE THE LAST TIME PRINTOUT IS * II I II '.;
 
IF J < I THEN T = T II '0';
 
OUTPUT = T II J II ' SECONDS.';
 
I = THIS-TIME - FIRST TIME:
 
J = I MOD 100:
 
I = I / 100:
 
T = 'TOTAL TIME USED SO FAR IS ' I I H '.';
 
IF J < 10 THEN T T II '0':
 
OUTPUT = I II J II ' SECONDS.'; DOIJBLE__SPACE:
 




/*NEXT THE REPRESENTATION OF A GRAMMAR. * ** ** * ** 




PROD_ START (295) BIT(16),
 
RT PT_SIZE (255) RIT(81,
 
299 FIRSTPRODFOR (255) BIT(16),
 
3001 (CN_LEFT, ON-RIGHT)(255) ROOLEAN,
 
301 1 V (255) CHARACTER,
 
302 1 (#PRODS, #-TERMINALS, #_NTS, GCALSYMROL) FIXED,
 
303 INCQPROOARRAY PTR LITERALLY 
304 'IF PRODARRAY PTR < 204T THEN PRODARRAY_PTR = PRODARRAYPTR 1 : 
305 ELSE DO- CALL FRROR(''THE GRAMMAR IS TO LARGF.'I; 
306 PRODARRAY_PTR = 2037: END', 
307 INC_-_PRODS LITERALLY 
308 'IF RPRODS < 255 THEN HPRODS = 1_PRODS + 1; 
309 FLSE CALL ERROR(''TOD MANY PRODUCTIONS.''I': 
310 1 
311 / 
312 1 ISNONTERMINAL: *I 




316 1 LEFTPART: */
 


























331 OUTPUTS' T E R M I N A L S Y M B 0 L S
 




335 DECLARE N FIXED, LINE CHARACTER:
 
336 DO N = I TO, MAX(li TERMINALS, HNTS): /* PRINT THE VOCABULARY. 4/
 
337 IF N <= #-TERMINALS /* TERMINAL SYMBOLS. 4/
 
338 THEN LINE = SUBSTR(V(N) II HALF LINE, 0, 66);
 
33q FLSF LINE HALFLINE:
 
340 1 IF N <= H_NTS THEN /* NnNTERMINAL SYMBOLS. *f
 
341 1 LINE = LINE II V(N + I_TERMINALS);
 










347 I1' II HALFLINE If V(GOALSYMBOL) I' IS THE GOAL SYMBOL.':
 








'352 1 OUTPUT = TH E PRODUCTIONS':
 
353 1 DOUBLESPACE: I* THE PRODUCTION ADDED AUTOMATICALLY 4/
 
354 1 DO N = I TO H_PROOS - 1; /4 IS NOT PRINTED. 4/
 
355 I DECLARF SYM FIXED;
 
356 1 SYM = PRODARRAY(PRODSTART(NI); /* SET UP THE LEFT PART. 4/
 




35q DFCLARE L FIXED:
 
360 L = LENGTH(V(SYM)):
 
361 LINF = SURSTP(HALF tINE, 0, LI I ': END: 
362 ELSE Dnfl:
 
363 1 OUTPUT =
 




366 DECLARE (S, VAR) FIXED; /* ADD ON THE RIGHT PART. *1
 
367 VAR = PROD STARTIN):
 
36R DO S = VAR + I TO VAR + RT-PT5SIZF(N):
 




371 1 CALL LINElnUT(N, LINE)' 
372 1 END; 
373 I EJECTPAGF; 
374 I
 


















= SOMF STATISTICS ON THE GRAMMAR:': DOiUBLESPACF: 
= I NUMBER OF TERMINAL SYMBnLS = ' 11 $_TERMINALS; 
= 8 NUMBER OF NONTERMINAL SYMBOLS = H _NTS: 
= I TOTAL NUMBER OF SYMBOLS = II $_TERMINALS + NNTS: 
= 9,;
 
= t NUMBER OF PRODUCTIONS = ' II _PRODS - I 
THF PRODUCTION ADDED AUTOMATICALLY IS NOT COUNTFD. *1 
384 N = SHR(tPRODS, 2); /* REALLY (2 * U_PRODS) / 8 FOR 
385 ON_LFFT ANn ONRIGHT. */I 
386 N = N + PRODSTARTI_PRODS) + 3; /* FOR PROOtCTIONS, PER SE. */ 
387 1 N = N + 5 * U PRODS; /* FOR PRnD_ START (2 BYTES EACH, 
388 1 RT_PT_Sl7E, AND FIRST_PRODFOR. 4/ 
389 N = N + 4; /* FOR 0_PRODS, f_TERMINALS, ANTS, AND GOALSYMBOL. *I 
390 OUTPUT = ' SPACE REQUIRED TO STORE THE PRODUCTIONS = ' II N II 
391 I BYTES, NOT INCLUDING THE VOCABULARY.': 
392 I LINE = 100* (PRODSTART(l_PRODS) + 3 - tPRODS) / i_PRODS: 















/*THEN A PROCEDUR ***************************************/E TO READ A GRAMMAR. 
401I 
402 IRFAD_G: 
403 1 PPOCEOJRE; 







_SYMS BIT(B), /* GLOBAL TO SORT_V, FIND_GOAL, 'CAN, */ 
INC_ U_SYMS LITERALLY /* AND GETTING_CARDS. 4/ 
'IF OSYMS < 255 THEN N_SYMS = HSYMS + 1: 
ELSE CALL FPROR('tTO MANY SYMROLS.f't): 






412 FINDGOAL: /* FINn GOAL SYMBOL, ADD BRACKETTING. PRODUCTION. *4/ 
413 I PROCEDURE: 
414 DECLARE SYM FIXED:
 
415 IOALSYMBPL = 0:
 
416 DO SYM = I TO NSYMS: /* FIND GOAL SYMBO. */ 
417 IF -ON_RIGHT(SYM) THEN
 
418 IF GOAL_SYMBOL = 0
 
419 THEN GOALSYMBOL = SYMI
 
420 1 ELSE CALL ERRDR('MORF THAN ONF rOAI SYMBOL WAS FOUND: ' II 




423 IF GOALSYMBOL = 0 THEN On:
 
424 nGALSYMBOL = PRODARRAY(PRODSTART(1);
 
42c OUTPUT = 'NO EXPLICIT GOAL SYMBOL WAS FOUND. ' II
 






429 1 /* NOW ADD <SYSTEMGS> ::= _I_ <GnAL.SYMBOL> _ _ TO THF GRAMMAR. */ 
430 INC_ IPRODS: 
431 PROD START(SPRODS) = PROD ARRAYPTR: 
432 RT PTSIZE(N-PROOS) = 3; 
433 PRCD-ARRAY(PROARRAYPTRI = 0; /* <SYSTFMGS> *1 
434 INCPRCOARRAY PTR; 
435 PRCD_ARRAY(PROD_ARRAYPTRI =: 1* VI) = '_*I _ * / 
436 INCPROD ARRAYPTR: 
437 PRCD_ARRAYIPRODARPAY_PTRI = GOALSYMROL; 
438 INCPRnOARRAYPTR: 
439 PRCDARR'AYCPRDARRAYPTRI = 1: /* VII) = QIJ *1 
440 I END FINE'_GOAL:. 
441 
44? I 
443 SDRTV: /* SORT THE VOCABULARY: TERMINALS FIRST. ***** * 
444 /* ALSO SET W TFRMINALS AND #-NTS, AND 
445 PROCEDURE; f* FILL IN FIRST-PRODFOR. *1 
446 
447 DECLARE INDEX(255) BIT(S), NFWINOEX(255) BIT(B),
 




450 /* RECORD THE INDICES. /
 




453 1* BUBBLE SORT. */
 
454 DO I = 3 TO t' SYMS: I* VIO) AND V(I) ARE SYSTEM SYMBOLS. */
 
455 J a SYMS:
 
456 DO WHILE J >= I;
 
457 IF ONLEFT(J - I) & -ONLFFT(JI THEN DO;
 
458 ION_LFTJ - 1) = FALSE; ONLEFT(J) = TRUE:
 
45q /* ONRIGHT BECOMES MEANINGLESS. */
 
460 TEMP = INDEX(J - I: INDEX(J - I) = INDFX(J)i INDEX(J) = TEMP;
 
461 T = V(J - I); V(J - 1) = V(J); V(Jl = T: END:
 








466 /* COMPUTE NEW INDICES. 4/
 
467 DO I = I TO 5SYMS:
 






471 /* SUBSTITUTE THE NEW INDICES INTO THE PRODUCTIONS. 4/
 
472 GOAL-SYMBOL = NEW_INDEX(GOAtSYMBOLI:
 
473 On I = I TO PROCSTART(CPRODS) + 3;
 






477 /* ALSO FILL IN FIRST PROD_FOR. 4/
 
478 DO I = I TC OPRODS:
 
479 J = PROD-START(If):
 
480 IF PROD_,ARRAY(JI -= PRO') ARRAY(PROD START(I - 1)) THEN
 
481 FIRSTPRO0_FrRPRODAPRAY(J)) = I!
 
482 1 END: 
4R3 I 
4.84 I* COUNT THE SYMBOLS. *1
 
485 ITERMINALS = 1;
 
486 DC WHILE -ONLFFT(OTERMINALS + I;
 




489 IF HfTERMINALS > 127 THEN CALL FRROR(TDO MANY TERMINAL SYMBOLS.'):
 
490 1 #_NTS = lSYMS - flTERMINALS:
 










496 DECLAPE CARD-IMAGE CHARACTER, CARDPTR FIXED;
 
497 SCAN: /* GET A SYMBOL FROM THE INPUT CARD IMAGE. ********f
 
198 PROCEDURE BITIB): 
499I
 
500 LOOK-UP: f* GET INDFX OF SYMBOl IN V. *************
 
5C1 I PROCEDURE (SYMBOL) BIT(8):
 




504 1 DECLARE J FIXED:
 
505 1 DO J = 2 TO fSYMS; /* IS SYMBOL ALREADY IN V? */
 
506 IF V JI = SYMBOL THEN RETURN ,I
 




509 1 INC _ SYMS; /* NO, SO ADD SYMBOL TO V. */
 














517 1 DECLARE LEFT_RRACKFT LITERALLY 'BYTE(1<')',
 
518 I RIGHT_BRACKFT LITERALLY 'RYTE(">'')',
 




521 D CARDPTR = CARDPTR TO ENDOF_CARD:
 
922 /* WATCH FOR ABNfRMAL EXITS FROM THIS LOOP. */
 




525 DECLARE (LP, STOP) FIXED;
 
= 
526 LP CARDPTR: /* MARK LEFT BOUNDARY. */ 
527 IF PYTE(CARDIMAGE, LP) = LEFTEPACKET & 
528 I BYTECCARDIMAGF, LP + 1) -= BLANK 
529 THEN STOP = RIGHTBRACKET: 
530 ELSE STOP = BLANK: 
5:1 I
 
532 I* NOW LOCK FOR STOP. 4/
 
533 DECLARE NO_STOP_FOUND BOOLFAN;
 
534 NOSTOP_FOUND = TRUE: 
535 DO WHILE NOSTOPFOIJND & CARDPTR < ENDOFCARD: 
536 CARn_PTR = CARn_PTR + I: 
537 IF BYTE(CARD_IMAGE, CARn_PTR) = STOP THFN 





541 /* IN CASF MATCHING RIGHT BRACKET IS NOT FOUND. *1
 
542 IF NCSTCPFOUND & STOP = RIGHT BRACKET THEN 00:
 
543 1 CALL ERROR('IJNMATCHED BR'ACKET: <'I: 
544 1 CARD PTR = LP: /* ERROR RECOVFRY. */ 
549 CARDIMAGE = CARD_IMAGE II ' . 
546 DO WHILE BYTE(CARD_IMAGE, CARnPTP) -= BLANK; 
547 CARDPTP = CARD_PTR + 1; 
548 END: FND; 
549 1 
550 1 /* GET THE SYMBOL AND RFTURN. ** 
551 1 DECLARE SYMBOL CHARACTER: 
552 1 IF STOP = RIGHTBRACKFT I CARDPTR = END)OFCARD THFN 
553 CARD_PTR = CARDPTR + 1; /* PICK UP LAST CHARACTER. 4/ 
554 SYMBOL = SUBSTR(CARDIMAGF, LP, CARD_PTR - LP);. 
555 RETURN LDOKUP(SYMBOL); END; 
556 END; 
557 RETURN 0; /* WHFN AT END OF CARD. */ 
558 I END SCAN! 
559 
560 
561 1 GETTING-CARDS: /* READ GRAMMAR CARDS. ****************************** 
562 PROCEDURE BOOLFAN; 
563 
564 CARD_PTR = 0; 
565 1 DO WHILE TRUE: /* ALL EXITS ARE ABNORMAL. 4/ 
566 CARDIMAGE = INPUT; /* GFT THE CARn. 4/ 
567 IF LENGTH(CARD IMAGF) = 0 THEN Do: 
568 f* END OF FILE DETECTED. */ 
,560 MORFCRAMMARS = FALSE; 
570 IF CONTROL(@;) THEN FJFCTPAGEi 
571 1 RETURN FALSE; END: 
572 IF CONTROL(@I) THFN nUTPUT = CAPD_IMAGE; 
573 IF BYTF(CARO_IMAGE) = AT 
574 1 THEN /* CCNTROL CARD OR COMMFNT. */ DO; 
575 IF SUBSTR(CAR_IMAE, 1, 3) = 'EOG THEN DO; 
576 IF CCNTROL(@I) THEN EJFCTPAGE; 
577 1 RETURN FALSE; FND; 
578 1 CONTROL(RYTE(CARDIMAGE, 1)) = -CONTROL(RYTE(CAR_ IMAGE, flI;END: 
579 1 FLSE IF CARD !MAPE .= BLANK_CARD THEN RETUPN TPIJE; 
580 1 END; 




585 I 1* NOW THF BODY OF THE PROCEDURE "READ_G". **************************/ 
586 1 
587 1 1* ENITIALIZATION. */ 
589 1 DECLARE I FIXED: 
589 1 DO I = 0 TO 255: 
590 1 ON_LEFT(I), ONRIGHT(I) = FALSE; 
591 END: 
592 V(O) '<SYSTEMGS>'; ON_LEFT(O) = TRUF; /* A SYSTEM SYMBOL. 4/ 
593 V(1) ='_j_: ONRIGHT(l) = TRUE; /* A SYSTEM SYMBOL. 4/ 
594 I _SYMS = I* /* <SYSTEM_GS> IS NOT COUNTED IN 4_SYMS. *1 
595 1_ PRODS, PROC _START(O), PROD_ARRAY(O) = 0: 
596 1 
597 /* NOW READ THE CARCS. *1 
598 PRODAPRAYPTR = 1: 
599 DO WHILE GETTING-CARDS; /* WATCH SIDE EFFECTS. 4/ 
600 1 
601 I INC_ iPRODS: /* ADO A PRODUCTION. 4/ 
A02 IF RYTE(CARD IMAGE, 0) = BLANK 
603 THFN I = PRI1_ARRAY(PROD_STAPT(NPRn1DS - 1)I; 
604 1 ELSE I = SCAN: 
605 1 ONLEFT(I) TRUE: 
606 1 PRODSTART(M_PRODS) = PRODARRAYPTR; 
607 1 RTPTSIZE(#_PRODS) = -11 
608 1 
609 I DO WHILE I > C; 1* 1 = 0 IMPLIES END OF CARD REACHED RY SCAN. */ 
610 I PROD-ARRAY(PROD_ARRAY_PTR) = I; /* RECORO THE PRODUCTION. *I 
611 1 INC PRODARRAYPTR; 
612 1 RTPTSIZE(#_PRODS) = RT_PTSIZE(IPRODS) + 1: 
613 I = ,SCAN; 
614 ONRIGHT() = TRUE; 
615 END: 
616 IF ERROPJCOUNT > 15 THEN Dnw 
617 OUTPUT = *TOO MANY FRRORS. EXECUTION TERMINATED FOR THIS GRAMMAR.'; 
618 DO0 WHILE GETTING-CARDS; END; END: 
619 END: 
620 CALL FIND-GOAL: 
621 CALL SORTV; 










628 1 DECLARE RFADXITINSTABLE(327671 

629 SYM_BEFORE (255) 

630 XLATICNPULF (127) 

631 I _T0_POP- (127) 









































LITERALLY '0', f* 













A REDUCF STATE. *f
 






ARE PART OF BOTH THF
 
GRAMMAR AND THE CFSM. */
 
644 (0_READSTATES, NLAREDUCESTATES) FIXED, 
(45 
646 INC__LAREDUCESTATES LITERALLY 
647 1 'IF ULARFrUCFSTATFS = 127 
648 1 THEN CALL EQROR('ITOO MANY LOOK-AHEAD--REDUCE. STATFS.'*): 
649 ELSE iLA_REDUCESTATES = #_LA-REDUCESTATES + 1', 
650 
651 INC__READSTATFS LITERALLY 
652 'IF HREADSTATES = 127 
653 THEN CALL ERROR('TOO MANY READ STATFS.''); 
654 ELSF 0-READSTATES = fREAD STATES + i': 
655 I 
656 READXITIUN: I* ACCESS A READ TRANSITION. */ 
657 PROCEDURE (STATF, SYM) BIT(S): 
658 DECLARE (STATE, SYM) SIT(8); 
659 1 RETURN READXITIONSTABLE(SHL(STATE, 8) I SYM); 
660 END READ_XITION; 
661 
662 UPDATE READXITION: 
663 PROCEDURF (STATEL, SYM, STATE2): 
664 DECLARE (STATEI, SYM, STATE2) BIT(8): 
665 1 READXITIONS-TABLE(SHL(STATFI, 8) 1 SYM) = STATE2: RETURN: 
666 END UPDATEREAn_X!TION: 
667 
668 I1 
61-9 FLAG:, /* READ STATES ARE FLAGGED IN THE TARLES. */ 
670 DFCLARE FLAG LITERALLY "(1)10000000" 11; 
671 
672 1* 
673 UNFLAG: *1 
674 DECLARE IINFLAC LITERALLY t(I)0lI1111" &I': 
675 
676 I_TO_S4: 
677 PROCEDURE (STATE) CHARACTER: 
678 DECLARE STATE FIXED; 
679 DECLARE S CHARACTER: 
680 IF ISLAREDUCE(STATFI 
61I THEN DO; 
682 IF STATE = EXITSTATF THEN RETURN 'EXIT': 
683 S = STATE: / CONVERT STATE TO CHARACTER. ti 
684 RETURN SUBSTR(XL?, 0, 4 - LENGTH(S)) II S: END 
685 I FLSE DO: 
686 STATE = UNFLAG(STATE); 
687 IF STATE = ERRORSTATE THEN RETURN f; 
688 S = 1*' 11 STATE* It THE * INDICATES A READ STATE. */ 
689 IF LENGTH(S) = 4 THEN RETURN S; 
6qo RETURN SUSTR(X12, 0, 4 - LENGTH(S)I It St END: 




695 IPRINTCFSM: f* A PROCEDURE TO PRINT THE CHARACTERISTIC FSM. ** 
696 PROCEDURF: 
697 
698 1 STRLNTH-8: 
699 PROCEDURE (STRING) CHARACTER: 
700 DECLARE STRING CHARACTER; 
701 IF LENGTH(STRING) < 4 
702 THEN RETURN SUBSTR(XI2, 0, 4 - LFNGTH(STRING)) I STRING IfI ' 
703 ELSE IF LENGTH(STRING) >= 7 
704 THEN RETURN SURSTR(STRING, 0, 7) 1I 
.705 ELSE RETURN STRING 11 SURSTR(X12, 0, 8- LENGTH(STRING)); 
706 END STR-LNTHR; 
707 
708 
709 /I THE BCDY OF THE PROCEDURF "PRINT_CFSM". * * * * * 
710 
711 DECLARE (I, J) FIXED, (LINEI, LINE2) CHARACTER: 
712 DECLARE VAR CHARACTER: 
713 1 9UTPUT = 'THF CFSM FOR THE GRAMMAR IS AS FOLLOWS2'; 
714 DOUBLE-SPACE: 
715 
716 /* FIRST PRINT THF LOOK-AHEAO--RFDlCE TRANSITInNS. *1 
717 OUTPUT = XI 11 
71R I I T H E L 0 0 K - A H F A n -- R E D U C F T R A N S I T I 0 N S': 
719I ODUBLFSPACF; 
720 OUTPUT = 'tOCK-AHFAD I DEFAULT NUMRER SYMROL' 
721 OUTPUT = REDUCF I TRANSITION OF STATES TO *; 
722 1 OUTPUT = STATE I TO STATE TO POP READ I: 
723 1 nOURLESPACE; 
724 1 DECLARF STATE FIXED; 
725 1 DO STATF = I TO H LA-RPDIICESTATES: 
726 1 VAR = ITO S4(DEFAULTXITION(STATE)): 
727' LINEl = I I ' II VAR II ' 1; 
728 LINEI = LINE[ II _TOPnP(STATE) II * ' II VISYMTOREAD(STATE)); 








733 /* NEXT PRINT THE READ TRANSITIONS. *f
 
734 OUTPUT = ' T H F R E A D T R A N S I TI1O N S; 
735 DOURLE-SPACE:
 
736 OUTPUT = SYMBOLS'; OUTPUT ='I 
737
 
738 DO I = 30 TO 0_TERMINALS + fiNTS + 29 BY 30; 
739 ItINFI = 'READ t; LINE2 = 'STATES 
740 DO J = I - 29 TO MINI, 0_TERMINALS + $_NTS): 
741 VAR = STRLNTH_8(V(J)}*
 
742 IF OPD(J) THEN LINEI = LINEL II VAR; 
743 ELSE LINE2 = LINE2 II VAR; 
744 END:
 
745 1 OUTPUT = LINE : OUTPUT = LINE?; 
746 OUTPUT = SURSTR(DASHFDLINE, O,
 
747 10 + 4*MIN(30, 4_TERMINALS + A_NTS + 30 - I): 
748
 
749 DO STATE = I TO OREAD_STATES:
 
750 VAR = ITOS4(FLAG(STATE));
 
751 LINEI = ' II VAR II 1 1'; 
752 I DO J = I - 29 TO MIN(I, RTERMINALS + U_NTS): 
753 VAR- I-TO_S4(READXITION(STATF, J));
 
754 LINE1 = LINEI II VAR; 
759 END;
 












762 /* NCW PRINT THE SYMBOLS PRECFDING THE STATES. *f
 




765 OUTPUT * LA-RECUCE READ'; 
766 OUTPUT = ' STATE SYMBOL BEFORE THE STATE STATE SYMBOl BEFORF' II 
767 ' THE STATE': 
768 DOUBLE-SPACE:
 
769. V(O) = 'ERRORTOKEN';
 
770 DO STATE = I TO MIN(_LAREDUCE_STATFS, W_READ_STATES);
 
771 LINEI = ITO S4(FLAG(STATE);
 
772 LINFI = ' 'II LINEI II ' ' II V{SYM_BFFORE(FLArdSTATF))):
 










778 1 DO STATE = STATE TO ftLAREDUCESTATES;
 




782 DO STATE = STATE TO *_READ STATES; 
793 1 LINE] = I-T_S4FLAG(STATF); 








789ic /* FINALLY, PRINT SOMF STATISTICS ON THE CPSM. t/ 




792 1 OUTPUT = ' NUMBER OF LOOK-AHEAD--PEDUCE STATES III LARFOUCFSTATES; 
793 OUTPUT = NUMBFR OF READ STATES = I II KRFADSTATES; 
794 OUTPUT = TOTAL NUMBER OF STATES = ' II OLA_REUCE_STATFS + 
795 I.PEA_ STATES; 
796 OUTPUT = It,
 
797 OUTPUT = ' SPACE REOUIRFD FOR LOOK-AHEAD--REDUCE TRANSITIONS ',I 
798 IU LAREDUCESTATES * 4 I ' MYTFS.'; 
7qQ I = (#_ TFRMINALS + 7) / 8 * _NTS: 
800 I OUTPUT = I SPACE REOUIRED FOR LOOK-AHEAD SETS = ' II I II ' BYTES.': 
801 1 J = 4_READSTATES * (U_ TERMINALS + 4 NTS + 1):
 
802 OUTPUT SPACE REQUIRED FOR READ TRANSITIONS I J RYTES.':
= I lf It.' 

803 OUTPUT = TOTAL SPACE REOUIR.FD FOR THE CFSW = It I + J + 4 * 
804 IfLAREOUCFSTATES II I RYTES, NOT INCLUDING THE VOCABULARY.': 
AC5 DOUBLE-SPACE; DOUBLESPACE;
 











813 1 PROCEDURE: 
q14 I ­






818 PROCEDURE (P, DOT) BIT(16); 
819 DECLARE (P, DOT) BIT(S):
 









825 PROCEDURE (CONFIG) BIT(8):
 
826 DECLARE CONFIG RIT(16):
 








831 PROCECURE (CONFIG) BIT(8);
 
832 DFCLARE CONFIG FIT(16);
 










838 I PROCEDURF (CONFIG) BIT(R):
 
819 OECLARE CONFIG RIT(16):
 
840 IF DOT(CONFIG) < RT_PT_SIZEIPROD(CONFIG))
 
841 I THEN PFTURN PRODARRAY(PRnD_START(PRD(CnNFIG)) + fOT(CnNEIG) + 1)
 








846 nOT ATEND: */
 




















857 DECLARE BASISSTACK (511) RIT(16),
 
858 1 BSSTART (295) BIT(6),
 
859 1 BSSIZF (2c5) BIT(s),
 






863 1 DECLARF INC_ fCONFIGS LITERALLY
 
864 1 'IF #VCONFIGS< 127 THEN k_CONFIGS = HCONFIGS + I; ELSF on:
 
865 1 CALL EPROR(''THE CONFIGURATION SET FOR STATE '' II STATE II
 






869 1 COMPUTECONFIGSET: /* A PROCEDURE Tn COMPUTE * * *
 
870 I PROCEDURE (STATE); /* CONFIGURATION SETS. */ 






875 PRINTCS: /* A PROCEDURE TO PRINT *************/
 




878 DECLARE (I,J,P) FIXED, LINE CHARACTER; 
87q OUTPUT = 'THE CONFIGURATION SFT FOR STATE II]STATEII IS:': 
880 DO 1TC O-CONFIGS!I = 

891 P = PROD (CONFIGSFT());
 
882 LINE = V(LEFTPAPT (PH) f ' -> *:
 
883 DO J = I TO RTPT_ST7E (P)Z
 
884 IF DOT (CONFIGSET (W J-1 THEN LINF = LINE 11 .*';
 




887 .IF DOT(CONFIGSET(I)) = J - I THEN LINE = LINE 1 '
 
















896 DECLARE SYM FIXFD;
 
897 I FCLARE I FIXED: I = 0:
 




90 I CONFIGSET(vCnNFIGS) = MAKF_CONFIG(FIRSTPROD_FOR(SYM) + 1. 0):
 














908 DFCLARE (I, J; K, SYM, TEMP) FIXED:
 
909 I 
910I /* MOVE LATER INSTANCES OF 
911 DO I = 0 TO #_CONFIGS ­
q12 IF I = 0 THEN SYM = 
913 , ELSE SYM = 































A SYMBOL UP WITH IT-S FIRST INSTANCE. * I
 
I: /* RUBBLF SORT. *1 1
 




- = SYMAFTER_DOT(CnNFIGOSET(I + I)l THEN
 
= I + 2 TO fCONFIGS;
 




K = 1: 
DO WHILE K > I + 
CONFIGSFT(K) 











TEMP; /* K = I + 1. 4/ 
I = K: /4 INCREMENT 1. */ END:1 
********4**********************************f 




932 /* FIRST PICK UP THE BASIS SET. 4/
 
933 DO _CONFIGS = 0 TO RS_SIEF(STATF) - 1;
 






937 1 /* NOW COMPUTE THE CLOSURE SET; ADD IT TO THE CONFIGURATION SET. 4/
 
138 DECLARE NOT_DONF(2551 BOOLEAN, SYM FIXPD;
 
939 Ic SYM = 0 TO ITERMINALS + ftNTS;
 






943 DECLARE I FIXED; I = 1;
 
944 P WHILE I 4> ICONFIGS;
 
945 SYM = SYMAFTERODOT(CONFIG-SET(l)): 
946 IF IS_NONTFRMINAL(SYM) 9 NOTDONF(SYMI & SYM = 0 THEN D: 1 
947 CALL ADD_SUCCS_TO_CS(SYM)I f* INCREMENTS H-CNFIGS. *f 
94S NOT-9ONE(SYM) = FALSE; /* THIS SYMBOL HAS BEEN DONE. */ FNn: 
= 
949 I I + 1; 
q5o END:
 
951 1 IF _CnNFIGS > I THEN CALL SORTCS;
 
952 1 IF CONTROL(RC) THEN CALL PRINTCS:
 





997 I DECLARE READ TO INAD(127) BIT(R);
 
95S DFCLARE STATE_PTRS (127) BIT(8):
 
95() Ann_ SIICCFSSORS_ TO_PRS: / A PROCEDURE TO COMPUTF THE BASIS SETS **f
 
960 PROCEDURE (STATE); /* OF STATES THAT ARE SUCCESSORS OF STATE.*/
 




963 I OFCLARF BASISSFT(15) BIT(16: 
 I 
q64 I DECLARF INC_BASIS_SFT_SIZE-LITFRALLY 
965 'IF BASIS_SFT_SIZF < 15 THEN BASIS_SETSIZE = BASISSFT_SIZF + 1: FLSF 
966 CALL ERRORVIfTHF BASIS SET FR STATE 11 IISTATEII Of IS TOO RIG.'')': 1 
967 
968 LOOKUP_READ: (* GET INDEX OF RASIS_SPT IN PS_STACK. **4*/ 
96 PROCFDURF (SET_S/7F) BIT(S); 
970 1 DECLARE SFTSIZE FIXEn; 
971 
972 DECLARF It, J, STATE) FIXED, (ALL SAME, ONE SAMF) BOfILEAN: 
973 DO STATE = I TO fREADSTATFS: 
q74 IF RS_SIZF(STATEI = SET_S1E THFN DO: 
975 ALL-SAME = TRUE; 
q76 DO I = BS_START(STATE) TO %SSTART(STATF) + SET_SIZE - I; 
977 ONE-SAME = FALSE: 
978 I n J = I TO SETSIZE: 
979 ONE SAME = ONE SAMFIBASISSTACKII) = BASISSET(J); 
980 END; 
981 1 ALL-SAME = ALLSAME & ONE-SAME; 
982 END; 
983 IF ALLSAME THEN RETURN FLAG(STATF); END: 
984 END: 
9 A5 " 
9A6 /* GET HERE ONLY IF PASIS_SET IS NOT FOUND IN BSSTACK. 4/ 
qR7 INC _ _RFADSTATFS: /* AD BASIS-SET TO BSSTACK. 4/ 
9R8 OFCLARE VAR FIXED; 
9pq 
9QO I 
VAR = BSSTART(STATE - I): 
BSSTART(STATE) = VAR + ASSIZF(STATE - 1); 
9ql 
992 
AS_SIZE(STATE) = SET-SIZE; 
IF ASSTART(STATE) + SF1_SI7E > 511 THEN n0: 
993 CALL ERROR ('CFSM(THE SET OF BASIS SETS) IS TOO LARGE.'): 
994 1 BSSTART(STATE) = 512 - SFTSIZE: END;I 
995 o I = I TO SFTSI7F: 
996 BASISSTACK(RS_START(STATF) + I - I) = BASISSET(I); 
997 END; 
998 I RFTURN FLAG(STATE); 
99Q END LOOKUPREAD; .*4**-*4*******4*********************I 
1000 
100I 
1002 1 LOOK_UP_REDUCE: /* GET INDEX OF A REDUCF STATE. ***********f 
1003 1 PROCFDURE (P] BIT(8): 
1004 1 DECLARE P BIT(R): 
1005 I IF P = vPRODS THFN RETURN FXIT STATE: 
1006 IF STATE_PTRSIP) = 0 THEN on: 
1007 INC__LAREDUCE-STATES: 





ISREDUCE(f_ LAREDUCE STATFS) = TRUE: 
EFAULTXITION(itLAREDUCFSTATES) = FLAG(FRROR_STATE); 
lOll XLATIPN_RULE(4_LARFDUCESTATFS) = P; 
1012 1 0_TOPOP(HLAREDUCESTATES) = PT_PT-SIZ-E(P) - I* 
1013 SYMTOREAD(HLAREDUCESTATES) = LEFTPART(P)1; END:! 
1014 RETURN STATEPTRS(P); 
1015 END LOOKLP_ REDUCE: *************************************** 
1016 
1017 1 
101I1 /* THF BCOY OF THE PROCEDURE "ADD_SUCCESS0RS Tn_BS". ****4*4/ 
1019 1 
1020 1/ FIRST PROCESS REDUCE TRANSITInNS, IF ANY. 4/ 
1021 1 DECLARE I FIXED: I = 1; 
1022 1 no WHILE I -> fiCONFIGS S DOTATENDICONFIGSET(I1; 
1023 1 DECLARE P IT(98) P z PROD(CONFIGSET(1): 
1024 1 INC._ LA_REDUCE STATES; 
1025 1 ITOPOP(_LA_RFDIJCFSTATFS) = RTPT SIZE(P) - 1; 
1026 1 SYM-TORFAD(HLA_REDUCFSTATFS) [EFTPART(P)); 
1027 1 SYMPEFORE(_ LA_REDUCESTATES) = SYBFFORFIFI 4GISTATE)): 
L028 I IF I = I /* HCONFIGS WILL BE >1 SINCF SINGLETON 
[029 I CONFIGURATInN SFTS ARE NEVER GCNERATF *1 
1030 I THFN nn:; 
l031 I [SINAEOUATE(#_LAREDUCESTATFSI = TRUE; 
103? 1 READTOINA(STATE) = f_ LA-REDUCESTATES: ENn:I 
1033 1 ELSE IF I < i CONFI5S 1 
1034 1 THEN OFCAIJLTXITION(*_LA_REDUCESTATES-I) = H_LA_REDUCESTATES:I 
1035 1 ELSE /* THF LAST TRANSITION FROM THIS INADEOIIATE */ 
1036 1 /* STATE IS A REDUCE TRANSITION. / DO" I 
1037 PECLARF VAR FIXED; VAR = lLARElICESTATES: 1 
1038 1 EFFAILT_XITION(VAP) = LOOK_UP_REOUJCE(P): END;I 
103 I I = I + I: 
1040 I END; 
1041 I 
1042 I* FINALLY, PROCFSS THE READ TRANSITIONS, If ANY. 4/ 
1043 1 IF I -> IACONFIGS & I -= 1 THEN 
1044 I DFFAJLTXITICN($_ LA-REDUCF_STATES) = FLAG(STATF); 
1045 1 DO WHILE I > 4CONFIGS-
IA I DECLARE BASIS_SET_SITE BIT(8); BASIS SETSIZE = 0; 
1047 1 DECLARE SYM BIT(R); SYM = SYMAFTERDOT(CONFIG SFT()): 
1048 1 DO WHILE SYM = SYMAFTERDOT(CONFIGSET(1)) F I -> fCONFIGS: 
1049 1 INCBASISSET-SITE; 
1050 I BASISSET(BASISSETSIZE) = SUCCESSOR(CONFIGSE-T(I)): 
1051 1 I = I + I* 
1052 I FND; 
1053 
1054 DECLARE NEXT STATE RIT(B1* 
1055 IF BASISSETSIZE = I G DOTATEND(BASISSET(1)) 
1056 THEN NEXT STATE = LOOK_UPREDICE(PRnD(BASISSET(l))); 
1057 ELSE NEXT-STATE = LOOKUP_READ(BASISSETSIZE):* 
1058 1 CALL UPDATFRFAD_XITEON(STATF, SYM, NEXT_STATE); 
i059 1 SYMBEFORE(NFXTSTATF) = SYM: 
1060 1 END: 








1067 I /* INITIALIZATION. */
 
1068 DECLARE I FIXFD;
 
1069 DO I = 0 TO 127;
 
1070 1 READTO INAO(1) = FLAG(M): 
1071 1 STATE_PTRS(I) = 0:
 
1072 I IS_INADEQUATE(I) = FALSF; 
1073 1 ISREDUCE() =FALSE;
 




1076 1 00 1 = I TO 32767:
 





1080 I /* START WITH <SYSTEM_GS> ?=.* _I_ (GOAL_SYMROL> _I_ 4/ 
1081 1 -_RFAD_STATES = 1: ILAREOUCE_STATES = O
 
1082 1 BSSTART(i_RFArSTATES) = 0* 
1OR3 I 3S_SIZE(U REAn_STATES) = If 
1084 1 BASIS STACK(O) = MAKE CONFIG(rPRODS, 0); 1
 
lo9 I 
1CS6 /4 ENTER THE FXTT STATE WHEN READY TO QEDUCE TO 'SYSTFMGS>. 4/ 




1089 /* NOW ITERATIVELY COMPUTE THE REST OF THE STATES. *I
 
1090 1 DFCtARE STATE FIXED: STATE = 1:
 
1Oql I nO WHILE STATE -> i-_READSTATES; 
1092 1 CALL COMPUTECONFIG-SET(STATE);
 
1093 1 CALL ADDSICCESSORSTQBS(STATE);
 
1094 /* INCREMENTS iRFADSTATFS: ALSO RECORDS SUCCESSOR *I
 
1095 /* RELATIONS IN READXIT[ONS_TABLE, ETC. *1
 
1096 STATE = STATF + 1;
 
IC97 IF ERROR-COUNT > 19 THFN 
 n:I 
1098 1 OUTPUT = 'TOO MANY ERRORS. EXFCUTION TERMINATED FOR THIS CFSM.': 
1099 I STATE = UREAD STATES + 1; /* TERMINATES DO LOOP. */ END; 
1100 1 END; 
1101 1
 
1102 /* *FIX UP THE TRANSITIONS TO INADEQUATE STATES, IF ANY. */
 
1103 DO STATE = I TO #_LA-REDUCE-STATES:
 
1104 IF IS-INADEOUATE(STATE) THEN On;
 
1105 1 ISLRO = FALSE;
 
1106 1 PECLARE(SYN, S) BIT(S): SYM = SYMBEFORE(STATE):
 
110i I no S = 1 TC $_READSTATES:
 
1108 IF READXITION(S, SYM) > 127 THEN
 




























'1123 PROCEDURE (NT SYM, SYW):
 
1124 DECLARE (NT SYM, SYM) RIT(8), 1B B RIT(32);
S BIT(16), 
1125 SUB = SHL(NTSYM-,_TERMINALS, 3) 1 SHR(SYM, 51; 
1126 B = LOOKAHFADTABLE(SUB): 
1127 B = B I SHR(MASK, SYM . "(1)1111"') 







1132 PROCEDURE (NTSYM, SYM) BOOLEAN:
 
1133 DECLARE (NTSYM, SYM) RIT(8.), SUB RIT(16):
 
1114 SUB = SHL(NT_SYM - #_TERMINALS, 3) I SHR(SYM, 51:
 









1139 1 PROCFDURF (SYM, PRED) BOOLEAN:
 
1140 1 DECLARE (SYM, PRED) RIT(8), ­
1141 1 (SYMSTART, PREDSTART, 1) PIT(16), INCL ROOLEAN:
 
1142 I SYSTART SHL(SYM - iTERMINALS, 3)z
 
1143 1 PRED_START SHL(PRED - '_TFRMINALS, 31;
 
1144 1 INCL = TRUF;
 
1145 1 no I = 0 TO 3;
 
1146 1 DECLARE WORD BIT(32);
 
1147 I WOPO= LOOKAHEA(_TARLE(SYM START + I) F
 
1148 1 LOOK_AHEADTABLF(PRFD_START + I);
 




1151 1 RETURN INCL;
 






1155 PROCEDURE (SYM, PRED):*
 
1156 DFCLARF (SYM, PREDI BIT(f),
 
1157 1 (SYM-START, PRFn-START, I) RIT(16);
 
115R SYMSTART = SPL(SYM - HTERMINALS, 3):
 
1159 PRED START = SHL(PRFD - iTERMINALS, 3): 
1160 1 Dn I = 0 TO 7:
 
1161 DECLARE WORD BIT(32)1
 
1162 WORD = LOOK_AHEAD_TABLE(SYM START + 1) I
 
1163 1 LOOK-AHEADTABLF(PREDSTART + I),.
 









1169 PROCEDURE (NT SYMI, NT_SYM2) BOOLEAN­
1170 DECLARE (NTSYMI, NTSYM?) BIT(8), 
1171 1 (SYMlSTART, SYM?_START, I) RIT(16), INTER BOOLEAN; 
1172 SYMI_START = SHL(NTSYMI - fi_TERMINALS, 3): 
1173 SYM?_START = SHL(NTSYM? - _TFRMINALS, 3): 
1174 INTER =FALSF; 
1175 DO I = 0 TO 3; 
1176 INTER = INTER I (LOOK_AHEADTABLE(SYMISTART + I) F. 
1177 LOOKAHEADTABLE(SYM2_START + I) =0: 
1178 END; 
1179 RETURN INTER: 
1180 I END INTERSECT% 
1181 
1182 









1189 PROCEDURE (STRING) CHARACTER; 
1190 DECLARE STRING CHARACTEP 
11qI IF LENGTH(STRING) >= 11 
1192 THEN RFTURN SURSTR(STRING, 0, 11) II I': 
1193 ELSE RETURN SUBSTR(XI2, 0, 11 - LENGTH(STRING)) 
1194 END; 
1195 
1196 DECLARE LINE CHARACTER, (NTSYM, T_SYM) BIT(q): 
1197 1 IF N_NTS > 1$ THEN EJECTPAGF; 
1198 OUTPUT = I T H E L n 0 K - A H F A 0 
1199 DOUBLESPACE;
 
1200 OUTPUT = 'NONTFRM.INAL TERMINAL 

1201 I LINE = SYMBOLS ':
 
1202 DO TSYM = I TO f_TERMINALS BY 2:
 
1203 IF TSYM < 10 
1204 
1205 I END: 
1206 OUTPUT LINE; 
12C7 I LINF ­
1208 DO T_SYM = 2 TO 
1209 IF TSYM < 10 
1210 
1211 END: 
1212 1 OUTPUT = LINE:, 
1213 1 OUTPUT = StRSTP(' 
THEN LINE= LINE 

ELSE LINE LINE 

_ TERMINALS BY 2,_ 
THEN LINF= LINE 
ELSE LINE = LINE 
SYMBOLS':
 
II ' ' I T_SYM;
 
II ' I TSYm:
 




I! STRING !1 I': 
S F T S':
 
If DASHED LINE, 0, 13 + ? * 0-TERMINALS);
 
1214 ICO NT-SYM = NLTERMINALS + 1 TO fTERMINALS + #_NTS:
 
1?21 LINF = STR_INTH13(V(NT_ SYM));
 
1216 O T SYM = I TO #_TERMINALS:
 
1217 IF IS VALI0_LA(NT_SYM, TSYM) THEN LINE = LINE II ';
 




























1232 I PRCCEDURF (STATE, S):
 
1233 1 DECLARE (STATE, S) BITIRI:
 
1234 ISSLRI = FALSE: I
 
1235 OUTPUT = ************** *** ****** ***************
 




1238 DECLARF VAR CHARACTER; VAR = ITO_$4(S1";
 
1239 1 OUTPUT = 'THE GRAMMAR IS NOTSLR(1): THE LOOK-AHEAD SET OF SIATF '
 




1242 OUTPUT = * ****** ****** ***** **************
 




1245 END NOT_SLR°I; 
1246 
1247 I DECLARE (STATE, SYV) BIT(S), I FIXED: 
1248 1 DO I = 0 TO 1023; /* ALL ENTRIES FALSE. *f 
1249 1 LOCKAHEAC TAPLE(II1 = "(I000000000000000000000000000000":, 
1250 1 END; 
1251 I 
1252 1 /* GET THE EXPLICIT LOOKAHFAD SYMROLS. *I 
1253 I DO STATE = 2 TO f_ REAO_STATES: 
1254 1 SYM = SYM_AEFORE(FLAG(STATF)I): 
1255 1 IF ISNONTERMINAL(SYM) THEN- Dn; I 
1256 I nECLARF TSYM BIT(SI: 
1257 I DO T SYM = I TO R_TFRMINALS: 
1258 IF READXITION(STATF,T_SYM) -= FLAGIERROR_STATE) THFN 
1259 CALL VALIDATELA_XITION(SYM, TSYM): 
1260 1 END; FNn: 
1261 1 END: 
1262 1 
.1263 /* NOW GFT THE SUCCESSOR RELATIONS AMONG NONTFRMINALS. *1
 
1264 DO STATE = I TO _LAREOUCESTATFS:
 
1265 SYW = SYMBgFFCRF(STATE);
 
1266 I IF ISNONTERMINAL(SYM) & A TO_POP(STATF) >= 0 THFN
 






1270 /* COMPLETE THE LOOK-AHFAD SETS. *f
 
1271 DECLARE CHANGING BOOLEAN; CHANGING = TRUE:
 
1272 I Dn WHILF CPANGINri
 
1273 1 CHANGINl = FALSF;
 
1274 1 DECLARE NT_SYM RIT(RI;
 
1275 DC NT SYM = f_TERMINALS + I TOnTERMINAtS + VNTS:
 
1276 1 DECLARE PRED_sYM RIT(8):
 
1277 On PRERSYW = VTERMINALS + 1 TO #_TERMINALS + HNTS! 
1278 IF ISVALID_LA(NIT_SYM, PREDSYM) THEN
 
1279 IF INCLUDED(NT_SYM, PREDSYM) THEN 

1280 CHANGING = TRUE; 









1286 /* SEE IF THF GRAMMAR IS SLR(I). */
 
1287 DO STATE = 1 TO #_LA_REPUCESTATFS:
 
1288 1 IF ISINADEOUATF(STATE) THEN 

1289 I DECLARE S AIT(8); S ='DEFAULT XITION(STATE): 
1290 1 DO WHILE ISLAREDUCE(S) & 
1291 1 INTERSFCT(SYM_TO_READISTATE), SYMTO_REAP(S));
 




1294 IF ISLARFDUCE(S) THEN CALL NOT SLRI(STATE, SI;
 
12q5 ELSE f* S IS A READ STATE. */ 

1296 DECLARE DISJOINT BOOLEAN: DISJOINT = TRUE;
 
1297 DO SYM = 1 Tn fiTERMINALS;
 
1298 1 IF IS-VALIDLA(SYMTOREAD(STATE), SYM) THEN
 
1299 I IF READXITION(UNFtAG(S), SYM) (FLAG(FRRDR STATEI)t= 









1304 ISINADEOUATF(STATF) = FALSE: 
1305 1 IF ISLA_REDtCE(DFFAULTXITION(STATF)I THEN 
.1306 ISINADEOJATE(nEEAULT_ XITION(STATF)) = TRUE: 
























1320 I PROCFDIIRF (ITFM);
 
1321 1 DFCLARE ITFM CHARACTER: 
1322 1 IF LENGTH(CARDIMAGE) + LENGTH(ITFM) -s>
 
1323 1 THEN CARP_IMAGF = CARD_ ImAGE 11 ITFM: 
1324 FSF 

1329 IUTPUT(PUNCH) = CARD IMAGE: 
1326 I CARD_IMAGE = I-I ITEM: 






1330 1 CONVFRT: /* CHANGE THE STATE NAMFS. */
 
1331 1 PROCEDURE (NFXT_STATE) IT(8); 
1332 1 DFCIARF NFXTSTATF RIT(8);
 
1333 1 IF NFXTSTATF = FLAG(ERRORSTATE)
 
1334 THFN NFXT STATE = iLA_REDIJCF_STATFS + BREADSTATFS + 1: 






















1336 THEN NEXTSTATE = OLA-REDUCE-STATES + O READ STATES; 
1337 ELSE IF IS-LAREDUCE(NEXTSTATE) 
133R THEN NEXT STATE = NEXT-STATE - 1 
1339 ELSE NEXT-STATE = iiLA-REDUCESTATES + 
1340 NEXTSTATE - 129: 
1341 1 RETURN NEXT_ STATE! 
1342 END CONVERT: 
1343 
1344 
1345 I/* FIRST PUNCH THE VOCABULARY, ETC. *f 
1346 
1347 1 DECLARE SYM BIT(8): 
1348 I 
1 34q OUTPLT(PUNCH) 
1350 1 QUTPUT(PUJNCH) 
1351 OUTPUT(PUNCH) 
1352 
1353 CARDImAGE = 
1394 O SYM = i TO 
= ' DECLARE 1_TERMINALS LITERALLY ''IIfTERMINALSII'"',': 
= i#_NTS LITERALLY ''II._NTS 
= i# SYMS LITERALLY "'Ifi 
-_TERMINALS + ifNTSII''':t;I 
* DECLARE V(NSYMS) CHARACTER INITIAL ': 
#_TERMINALS + *_NTS:
 














1362 OUTPUT(PUNCH) = DECLARE ftLAREDUCESTATES LITERALLY ''*
 
1363 II ifLAREOUCFSTATES II !";';I
 
1364 DECLARE VAR FIXED; VAR = (#_TERMINALS + 7) / 8:
 
1365 I UTPUT(PIJNCH) = I DECLARE f_BYTES_PER_NT LITERALLY ''' II VAR II ''; I
 
1366 1 /* THE SLR(I) LOOK-AHEAD SETS. */
 
'1367 CARD-IMAGE I DFCLARE LOOK_AHEADTABLF('II _NTS * 
1368 ((#_TERMINALS + 71 I 81 II 1) '1T8) INITIAL (': I 
1369 DO SYM = I TO ONTS; 
1370 DECLARE (WORD -, BITE i BIT(S): 
1371 DC WORD_i = 0 TO 7; 
1372 1 DO BITE_* = 0 TO 3; 
1373 1 IF SHL(WORO.i, 5) + SHL(RITE U, 3) < * TERMINALS 
1374 THEN 00; I 
137h I DECLARE BITE BIT(R), WORD BIT(321* 
1376 1 WORD = LOOKAHEADTABLE(WORD U + SHLISYM, 3)): 
1377 1 IF BITE_# < 3 
1378. 1 THEN RITE = SHR(WORD, 23 - SHL(RITE U, 3) )l 
1379 1 ELSE IF LOOKAHEADTABLE(WORD _ + SHL(SYM, 3) + 1) < 0 
1380 1 THEN RITE = SHL(WORD, 1) 1 1; 
1381 ELSE BITE = SHL(WORn, 11: 
1382 CALL PUNCHCARD(BITE I ', '1): END::I 
1383 END; 
1384 1 END: 
1385 1 END; 
1386 1 CALL PUJNCHCARD('O);'):* 
1387 CALL PlINCHCARO(LANKCARD): 
1388
 
1389 /* THE NUMBER OF SYMBOLS TO POP TO EFFECT A REDUCTION. *I 
1390 CARDIMAGE = ' DFCLARF 0_TO_POP(' 1 IILA_REDUCE _STATES - I 
1391 f)IIRIT(8) INITIL (':
 
1392 .DECLARE STATE BIT(S):
 
1393 1 DO STATE = I TO #_LARFDUCF STATES - It
 




1396 I CALL PUNCHCARP(f_ TOP0P(STATE) II ' P):
 
1397 1 CALL PUNCH_CARf(RLANK_CARD):
 
1398 I 
1399 /* THE SYMBOLS TO READ AFTER REDUCTIONS ARE MADE. * ­
1400 I CARD-IMAGE = ' DFCLARE SYMTO_RFAD( I ILAREDUCFSTATES - I 
1401 I) * BIT(S) INI-TIAL (': 
1402 DO STATE = I TO $_LAREDUCESTATES - 1;
 
t40 SYM = SYM_TO READ(STATE): 
1404 1 IF SYM = 0 THEN SYM = iTERMINALS + iNTS;
 
1405 1 ELSE SYM = SYM - 1; 
1406 1 CALL PUNCHCARD(SYM II 
t407 END:
 






1411 /* THE STATES TO FNTEP WHEN LOOK-AHFADS FAIL. */
 
1412 CARD IMAGE ' DECLARE DEFAULTXITIN(' II gLA_REDUCESTATES -I
 
L413 I I) BIT(R) INITIAL V;
 
1414 DO STATE = I TO iLAREDUCESTATES - t;
 




1417 CALL PUNCHCARDICONVERT(DEFAULT-XITION(STATE)) 11 ,1;1);
 








[422 OUTPUT(PUNCH) = DECLARE U-READ-STATFS LITERALLY ''
 
1423 It W-READSTATFS 11 '"',"0
 
1424 OUTPUT(PUNCH) = OLARPLUS_READ STATES LITERALLY 4''
 
1425 III _LAREDUCESTATES + OREADSTATES "*';':I
 
1426 1 CARD-IMAGE I DECLARE READXITIONS_TABLE(' II UREADSTATES *
 
1427 f (f1*TERMINALS + $_ NTSI It I) BIT( ) INITIAL (1:
 
1428 1 DO STATE 1 TO # READSTATES;
 
1429 1 DO SYM I TO 6_TERMINALS + #_NTS;
 
















1438 CARDlIMAGE I DECLARE SYMBEFORE(C II '_LAREDUCE STATES +
 
1439 iREADSTATES + 1 11 11 BIT(8) INITIAL (':1
 
1440 DO STATE = I TO flLAREDUCESTATES:
 




1443 CALL PUNCHCARDI0_TFRmINALS + #JNTS !1 , ': i* FIRST READ STATE. */I 
1444 DO STATE = 2 TO #_READ-STATES;
 




1447 CALL PUNCHCARDIO, II 




1451 I /* FINALLY, PUNCH THE TRANSLATION RULE NUMBERS ASSOCIATED WITH 
1452 I THE LOOK-AHEAC--REDUCE STATES. *1 
1453 I 
1454 1 CARD-IMAGE = * DECLARE XLATIONRULE(' II O-LARFDIJCESTATES - I II 
1455 1 ' BITI ) INITIAL(".
 
1456 DO STATE = 1 TO -LAREDUCESTATES - %t
 
1457 CALL PUNCH_CARD(XLATION-RULE(STATEI II , '1)! 
1458 1 END: 
145q CALL PUNCHCARD(XLATIONPULE(STATF) II ,I;,): 
1460 CALL PUNCH-CARD(LANK.CARr)H 




1465 I**************** MAIN PROGRAM --- SLR(1) ANALYSER **** *********I 
1466 1 
1467 IMORE_,RAMMARS = TRUE; /* GLOBAL VARIABLE. */I 
1468 100 WHILE MOREGRAMMARS: 1 
1469 I 
1470 1 CALL PRINTDATE('SIMPLE LR(1) ANALYSER OF , DATFOFGENERATION): 
1471 CALL PRINTDATE(VTOrAY IS ', DATE); 
1472 EPRORCOUNT = 0; /* GLOBAL VARIABLE. *11 
1473 1 CCNTRCL(@I) = FALSE: /* 00 NOT LIST THE GRAMMAR CARDS. */ 
1474 1 CONTRCL(@G) = TRUE: /* DO LIST THE REFORMATTED GRAMMAR. */ 
1475 I CCNTROL(aCI = FALSE: 1* DO NOT LIST CONFIGIIRATION SETS. */ 
1476 1 CONTRCL(@F) = TRUF; /* DO LIST THE CHARACTERISTIC FSM. *1 
1477 CONTROL(@L) = TRUE: /* "DO LIST THE LOOK-AHEAD SETS. */ 
1478 CONTRCL(P) = TRUE; f* DO PUNCH THE DPOA. */ 
1479 1 FIRST TIME, LAST-TIME = TIMF: /* GLOBAL VARIABLE-. */I 
1480 I OUTPUT = 'START READING THE GRAMMAR.'; CALL PRINTTIME; 
1481 1 CALL RFADG: 
1482 1 OUTPUT = 'THE GRAMMAR HAS BEEN READ.'; CALL PRINTTIME:. 
1483 1 
1484 1 IF ERRORCOUNT = 0 THEN DO;
 
1485 1 DECLARE STP CHARACTER;
 
1486 1 IF ERRCRCOUNT = 1 THEN STR =-'THERE WAS ONE ERROR,-:
 
1487 ELSE STR = THEPE WERE ' 11 ERRORCOUNT II ' ERRORS, ': 
148A OUTPUT = STR H1 'THEREFORE THE GRAMMAR WILL NOT BE ANALYSED.': 














1496 IF ERRORCOUNT = C THEN DOti
 
1497 OUTPUT = 'START CONSTRUCTING THE GRAMMAR''S CHARACTERISTIC FSM.';
 
1498 1 CALL PRINTTIME;
 














15C6 I IF ERRPR_COUNT - = 0 


















1516 OUTPUT = ,LfOK-AHEAC SETS HAVE BEEN COMPUTED.': CALL PRINT-TIME:
 




1519 IF CVNTROL(?L) I -ISSLRL I ERRORCOUNT -= 0 THEN 
1520-1 CALL PRINTSLRILASETS: 




OUTPUT = 'START PUNCHING THE DPDA.'; CALL PRINT-TIME;
1523 

1524 CALL PUNCHDPDA: CALL PRINT-TIME: END:I
 
1525 ELSE 
1526 1 IF ERRORCCUNT -= 0 THEN 
1527 1 OUTPUT = 'SItCE THE LOOK-AHEAD SETS ARE [N ERROR, EXECUTION ' II 
1528 1 'WILL BE TERMINATED.'; END;END;I
 




1531 I END: ************************************
 
EOF EOI1532 lEOr EOF EF EOF 
* FILE CONTROL BLOCK 22800 56000 5.7 140 400 188 180
 
* LOAD FILF WRITTEN.
 
END OF COMPILATION SEPTEMBER 23, 1970. CLOCK TIME = [17:25.24.
 
1532 CARDS CONTAINING 737 STATEMENTS WERE COMPILED.
 
NE ERRORS WERE DETECTED.
 
22588 BYTES OF PROGRAM, 47681 OF DATA, 2236 OF DESCRIPTORS, 5860 OF STRINGS. TOTAL COR(
 
TCTAL TIME IN COMPILER 0:3:51.74.
 
SET UP TIME 0:0:16.37.
 




COMPILATION RATE: 473 CARDS PER MINUTE.
 
S1 PLF jP(I) ANtI YSEP nF FPTEMREP 72, 1070. 
TflPAY TS FrPTPMRFR 22, IQ7n.
 
START P .I)TNG THE CPAMMIAP.
 
.TIMF IISFl S-INCF TI-F tAZT TIMF DRINIIT' I 0.1 (;FrflNfr,. 
TnTAL TI M 'ISED SOl PAR IS 0.00 E:rfNfS. 
)rnNP rIRATInN ST'S 
F F +,,T 
T 




NP FXPI_IC'IT COAl SVMRVI WAS FC'IIND. F WI1 L 8F IISF AS THE COAL SVMIPt. 
THF CPAMMAQ HAS 
TIME !ISFn STNCF 
TOTAt TIMP IIc P0 
RFFN PEAP, 
T4F LACT TTMF 




T I F V n r Af. It A R Y 











F IS THE GOAL SYmBRL. 













E + T 
T 




SOMF S;TATISTICS OM TIF fPAMMAR:
 
NIIMRFR nF TFPMINAI SVMAnt = 6
 
NIIMREP OF NfNTFRMTNIAI SYMRrI.S = 3
 
TOTAL NIIMPFR f SVmFtnLS -a
 
NIIMREP OF PR~nIrTITOMS = A
 
SPACF RFQIIIPF) Tn STORF THE PRPOInICTInNS = 6? BYTF_, NOT INCUII)TNfl'THF VnCARIII ARY,
 
TI-F AVFRAGE LENGTH flc THF RICHT DARTS OF PRFnljETTONS = 2.14 SYMRILS.
 
S'TART CONSTRUCTING THE GRAMMAR'S CHARACTFRISTIr FSM, 
TIME 11SFf) STNCF THE LAST TIME DRINTIIT IS 0.45 SFCONDS. 
TOTAL TIMP "USED SC. FAR IS.1.66 SECIoNnS. 
THE CnNFTGIIRATION SFT FOR STATE I IS:
 
1 <SYSTFM_GS> -> _ F
 
THE CfNFIGURATTnN SFT FOP STATE 2 IS:
 
I <SYSTEM.rS -> -I_ F _I_
 
2 F- F + T
 
3 F -> *T
 
4 T -> .p**T
 
9 T -) * p
 
- h P -) *jI 
7 P -> (E) 
THF CONFTGIQJATIFN SFT FOR STATE 3 IS: 
1 <SYSTFM_GS> -> _ _ F * _I
 
2 E -> F . + T
 
THE CONFIGURATION SET FOR STATE 4 IS: 
I T -> P .
 
2 T -> P . ** T
 
THE CnNFIGIIRATION SET FOR STATE 5 IS:
 
I P -> f . E )
 
2 F -> F + T
 
3 E -> * T
 
4 T -> P ** T
 
95 T -> ,p
 
6 P -> .1
 
7 P -> * E I
 
THFCONFIGIJRATION SET FOR STATE 6 IS: 
1 -> E + .T 
2 T -> .P**T
 
'. T -'> P
 
4 p - .I
 
9 P -> .IF
 
THE CONFIGURATION SET FOR STATE 7 IS: 
1 T -> P ** . T 
2 T -> ,.p** T 
'A -> P
 
4 P -> I
 
r P -> ( F I
 
THE CONFIGURATION SET FOR STATE 8 IS: 
1 03 .- > ( F . I 
2 E -> E + T 
THF CFSM FOR THF GRAMMAR HAS BCEN COMPIITFD.
 
TIME IJSFn SINCE THF LAST TIM PRINTO'UT IS 5.45 SECONDS.
 
TOTAL TIME lUSDF SO FAR IS 7.31 SECONDS.
 
THE CFSm FOP THE CRAMMAP IS A-, FOLtWS: 
T H E L 0 K - A H E A -- R E D U C E T R,A N SI T I1 N 
LOOK-AHFAD - I rEFAJLT NJMRFP SYMBOL 
REDUCE I TRANSITION OF STATES Tf 







4 - 2 E5 2 T 
T H E P F A 6 T R A N S I T I n N S
 
SYMBOLS 
P EAD I _ ** ( p 
STATES + I I T 






*9 2 *5 *R 1 3
 
*6 I ~4 3
 
*7 2*9 - 3
 




STATF SYMBOL BEFORE THP STATE STATE SYMBOL BEFORE THE STATE
 
I T *1 FRRORPTOKEN
 
2 1 *2 __
 
' D I *3 1 E
 




6 *6. + 
*R F
 
SOMF StATISTICS" nN THE CFSA!
 
NUIMBFR OF LOflK-AHEAD--REOIICF STATFS = 6 
NUMPFR nF READ STATPS = P 
TOTAL NUMRER OF STATFS = 14 
SPACF RFOUTRED FOR LOflW-AHEAD--RFFHJCF TRANSITIONS 24 BYTES.
 
SPACE REOUITREO FOR LfnlI<-AEAD SETS = 3 BYTES.
 
';PACE RFQUIRED FOR RFA) TRANSITInNS = 80 BYTES.
 
TOTAL SPACE RFOUTRFn)FR THF CrSM = 107 BYTES, NOT INCLUDING THE VOCABULARY.
 
THE GPAMMAP IS NOT LR(O). LnnK-AHEAD MUST BE ADDED.
 
START C'nMPIITING LOOK-AHEAn SETS.
 
TIME 1SEP SINCE THE J.AST TIME PRINTOUT IS 0.82 SECONnS. 
TnTAL TIMF USED SP FAR 1; P.13 SFCONDS.
 
LOOK-AHFAD SETS HAVE RFEN COMPUTED.
 
TIME USEn SINCF. THE LAST TIME DRINTOUT IS 0.23 SECNflNnS.
 
TOTAL TIME USET) SO FAR IS R.36 SFCflNDS.
 
THE GRAMMAR IS SLR(I).
 
T H E LOO K- A HF A D S ET S
 
NCNTFRMINAL TERMINAL SYMBOLS 
SYMBOLS 1 1 ' 
2 4 6 
T I I 
T I I 
I
I I I 
P I I-
START DUNCHING THF DPnA. 
TIME HSEn STNCF THE LAST TIME PRINTOUT 1 
TOTAL TIMF USED SO FAR IS 8.96 SECONnS. 
-0.20 SECONDS. 
TIME USF SINCE THF LAST TIME PRINTOuT IS 





y P L rnmPILATI N - ii OF r AT SAMTA CPI7 - XCpM TIT VFRSION (W APRIL 27, 1 .O CLO-rK 
Tqr[IAY IS 0, CLnrK TIMF = Q:41:?R.2A.
 CFPTFMPFR 7. 










IUNIVFRSITY n CALIFnRNIA 
SANTA CRI17, CALIFnpMTIA10 










If I THIF POLLOWINGr DPOGPAM TS A SKELETAL OTmITFR nESIGNF 
 APRIINr TI-E. jSE OF 
v17 ISIMPLF LD'(KI PAPIlNG TFCHNInUFS. IT CfNZTSTS PRIMARTL rP A PARSINC PPOC[PURF,

M
1R InnA-PAPSPR, WHICH IMFr TARI F (ZFmNFPATFDn r0 A GQAMMAR ry OUR SIMPLE IP(KI
 
IQ IGRAMMAR A"IAIYl5R. NOTF THAT WE 
HAVE NOT AS YET WRITTFN AN ERROP-RECOVFrpY
IS KIFErOFD IS A 'jnNnFTRMINISTIC. PJSHnWN20 IPOJTTNE Fn THE PARSEPt PAPT OF:WHAT 
I1 IAI.TOMATON (NPOAI ALSO, NO TF THAT E HAVE NOT SPFCIIEO FITHFR THF I Y ICAL
 
P2 IANALYSF n THF SYNT4FSTR fCC]PF (,FNFRATOR) TO F USEn WITH- THE PARSEP SINCF
 
?'. ITHFrS ROLJTITJES APE, OF rCljp F, I 0 PFLFVANT FOR OI! PIIPPnSFs HERF: ADPP~1PPIATF
 
'JAY RE EASI Y A4APTFF FROM THFISF IN THE XPL SYSTEM.
 
?2r IT SIOtILF) RE NOTFn THAT WE HAVE LISF) THE YPL CnMPILFR TO ASCFRTAIN THI
 
24 SiUCH PROTINF 
2? IYNTACTC CORRFCTNFSS OF THIS 0 POGRA'4, RIT WE AVE NOT R)tlrGEO A RUNNING
 





33 I J c FIRST qOMF IANCrUAG- FXTENTIONS. t' 
A4
 
3I FII ARF F00 FAN LITFRAI Y 'PIT(I 11',
 
-A TROF LITFPALLY 1 11,
 
7 IAL SF LIT PAIIY '0,:
 
THAT FPFNO IPON THE JIPIJT140 I1* NrT WE INITIALTE THF 0.0'w CONSTANTS 
41 j rPA-.MMAR. THE OLLOWTNG rAOr'S APF PuNCHED RY THE SI P() GRAMMAR ANALY7FR. */I 
42 I 
41 I 1* TI-W TABLeS RELnW WPa GENERATED rIR THF FO.LnWING GPAMMAR: 
4=4 P : F + T 
IA r P ** T
 
I4 T : := pI
471 I P 
4P7 I F 
ro I FND OP GOAmMAP. *1
 
52 1 DrrI. APCrf_TIPMWINA! S LITERALLY f6
 
-3 I _NT: LITFOAtLV '''.
 
54, lU_ 5V,,5 I.ITFPALI Y IQ I
 





T , 110', 'FQ {R _TnKFM" ') 
rFCIARF t LAFrIICF_ STATES LITEPALLY '6 I 
98 OFCLAR E t_RYTFS ,FPP_NT LITIRALLV 'I': 
99 I r".LAIF Lnffk_AHEAn_TARLf(".) P1T(8f INrAi (106, 119, 2"41, 01: 
60 1 DLARE _T;' pflP(9) RTT(P) INITIAL (0. 0, 0, 2 2, 2): 
61 1 4FCLARF SYM_T_PrAn(-) RIT(8 INITIAL (6, A, 7, A, 7, RI: 
0?; DECLAPF orFFAIII T_ XITIfnN(5) RIT(aI INITIAL (1, V9, Q, 15, 1, R): 
614 OwCI APF '_PFAr)_STATES LITERALLY 'q', 
64 flLAPPLtIPF_R 9AL TATES LITF PALLY IIA: 
6r fFCI.ARF QEAFLXITINtTAPLF(72) RIT(P) INITIAL (7, 1r, 15, Ir, 15, I1 , 15, 
A6 19, 1V, 15, 1r, 19, 1, Iln. 15, At 0 2, 14, i11 19, 19, 15, 15, 1% 
, I1 , 
67 i9, 15, 1i, 12, 15, 19, 15 , 19, 15, 19. )5, 15, 15, I, 10, 15, 1', 0, ?, 





15. 15, 15, r, 19, 15, i , 01:) 
DFCLARF SYM_RFFDRE(15) .IT(q1 INITIAL (7, 3, R, 7, 7, 5, 9, 0, 6, 8. 4, 1, 
71 1 2, f, 0, 9); 
72 1 DFC|APP XLATIPNRJLF(;) pITiR) INITIAl (2, , 1, 1, ., 61: 




7q ISCAN: /, A LEXICAL SCANNFR. #/ 
Q0 I OROCFDIIRF RITf(S: 
A1 I rECLARF NFXTSYMp'L PIT(S: I­
7 t RFTIRN NFXT P'YMRfLt f' TFMPnRARV. 4/ 












As 	1SYNTHFSI7c: /* A CrCF GFNFRATnP. /
 
Aq 	I DpnrCFnIPF (XLATTFnPIJLF_f ) : 
o I nFr! ARF XLATIOTC _RII PH R(ITSA); 
a1 I nUTPUT = ,PRnIICTIfN NIMREP = ' Hf XLATTONRIILF_: 
02 RFTIIRN' TFMPrQDAPY. 4 





apt 	 100A_.DARSER: 
00 	 1 PPOCFDIIPr: 
Too I 
101 1 nFCLA~rI STATE STACK(l271 PITfq), SP RIT(7), 
in? IP /4S oINTS Tn THF FLrMCNT AP~lvE Ti-I TOP-OP-STACK. 4 
103 ICJQfPENT.STATE I ITrRALLY '5TATP_ STArK(SP) O,
 
I0 I) 0 L'SH_CUPRFN T_ STATE _OnN -STATF:_STACK I ITPALLYI
 
Inr I ME S 127 THEN SP = 'SP + 1:
 
10 I PLCE CALL P 1 PAPSE-STACK nVERFI
TRROTRECTVEQY( T1 Ow.'' 
1071 I PPV...STATF LITFAlLy 'STATF T O-TACK(SPII,-
10 I 'IFYT_STATr IITERAILY LLY _STATCK(SP + I, 
100 READ LITFOALLY ITPlIFI, 
1101 L(Ilr_AHEAD IITFPAI LY 'FALSF': 
[
112 1 nFCI API 1-_t A_PFDIICE ITFRALLY -ILA_RFDUCF_STATES >', 
113 I IS_PFAn LITFRAI.I Y _[AP_PLl1S_RFAI_STATFS >', 
114 1 IS-EXIT TFDALIV 'IiLAP _PI''S _PEAD_RTATFS =1, 
115 I ;TART_ STATE LTTFPALI Y I'- AREDICF_STATES': 
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17-1I CALL SYNTHFSIZF( LATIN_Rill F(CIIPRENT STATF) : 
17R I Ir 0TT POrP(CIIDQFNTSTATE) -= -1 
17q I THFN SP - SD - 0_Tf _POP(CIIRRNT-STATF1 
18O I FLSE /* SOFrIAL CASE Fnp EMPTY RIGHT PAPTS. */ On: I 
IRI I CII.RRNT_STATF = IiLTIlfAT _DFAD_STATFn_:(CIIPPFNT_qTATF) I 
1R; I P I H_CIIRPRF,MT_STATE _ON_STATF_STACK: FNnl 
I13 I CI'ROFNT_ STATF = RFAXITIflN(QE/_STATF, SYMI : rNlfl 
1R4 1F SF I 
IP5 I CIIPRNT_ TATE = flRAuLTXITfnli((CIIQRENTSTATF): fr) 
186 I FLrF 
IR7 I 
IR I I IS_PFArCIIPPFNT STATF THFN on: I 
IRq NFYTSTATE = QFAOi_XITION(CIiRRENTSTATF, INPUT _OUFIIFIREAnl) I 
IQO P1iI1-i CIIPPFNT STTATEON- TATE_STACK: ENl: I 
191 FI SF 
19A IF TS_FYIT(CIJPDFNTSTATF1 THEN RETuIRN: 
14 1 FLSE /* 
q6 I IP IS_ ERnP(fQIIRRENTSTtTE) THFN */ 
19 rAlIL FRRORPFCOVEPY('ILLEGAL SYMPnlt PAIR.'); 







204 I/***********f* MAIN PRnGRAm *t*************f 
:209 1 
'106 1 I* SET U)P rrP Cnm0 ILATIPN. *1 * TFMPQRARV. *1I 
207 1 
Nn CALL pP)A_ PARSER:PDIE ROTH SCAN AQSYNTHESIZE. *1 
I D00 FS 




213 1Fn fl- r E Fnp
 




Etn~ np CimpILATION SEFPTEMtWD 2?, 1070. CLOCK TIME = 0:42:12.51. 
211 (APPS COnNTAITNIklr 6c (ZTATFMiENTS WEPF: CDmpEIYP.
 
NC FRPOPS WFRE rDETrCTEP.
 
2398 RYTFS OF PpnflPAM, 1700o nF DATA, 84.nfr DESCRIPTORS, 2A4 OF STRINGS. TflT6L CORE RPF0i
 
TOTAL TIME TN COMPTIlE 0?f0-44.41.
 
SFT UP TIME 0OIl*6.tn.
 
-ACTIrAI CflMPILAT~fl TIME 002.A 
PflST-FCPMDTLATUflM TIME 0:0O A.6r. 
COMPIL.ATION PATE: 6,00 CAQRDS PEP M'IJuTE. 
116 
ll R I RFAnXTTIfN: 
11 j ROCEOIIPE (STATF, SYm) RaTT(R): 
120 
121I 
nFCLARF (STATE, YM) BIT(81; 
PFTIRN RFAfXITIONS_TARLE(f_SVMS*(STATE - iF ARFDUCE_STATF)Z+ SYM)1 
1?2 1 EP. 
12A I 
l?4"I 
129 nFCLAQF MASKI71 RIT(Q) INITIAL 
I2t 
127 1 
(, I I IOOnO00", "(,1)01000000", "(1 )00100000", "(1.)OC00.0000", 




PR0FCOIIPE (STATE, SYM) R OLEAN" -
l10 roFCLARF ({TATF, (CVM) RITf8)­







= SYM_TflPFAD(STATEI - 9_TFRMINALS: 
(t1)K_Aw-FADTARt rIH_RVTFS_PPPNT * MTSYM + SHRISYM. 3)) 
1-34 F MASK{SYM "" 
I1'Ar ENo 
11R IJLTIMATFRFAn_STATE OF: 
Q PRI.1FMIPE ( TATF) RIT(A): 
140 1 DEClARE STATE" RITf Sit 
141 i nO WHILF-IS_RFAn(STATE'I? 
14? 1 STATE = F)FAUITYITION(STATF); 
143 I FND: 
-




140 DPDCFDIIRF (MFSSAGE): 
vi DFCLARF MESSAGF CHAPAC-TER: 
Ir1 I CA)l FXIT: 1* TEMPORARY. *1 
152 I FND 
194 I 
19c I DFriARF CIFIF() PIT(), 0D RITUf2 : 
156 1 INliT_ IIFUF: 
197 1 DROCEnIIPE (TORFAD) PITSf): 
irI 
Isp I 
DFCLA 0 E TnREAO RnOLFAN: 






03 + 1 
SEAN: 
, "(III": FNDF: 




166, I /* THF Bony OF THE PPnCFOIJPE DPnA_PAPSFRI. *1 
167 I 
iAI no orP = 0 Tfo 3: OtIFE(QPI = SCAN: FNr: OP = 0! 
"lq
17(0 
I sP=n: CLIRDENT_STATF = START_STATF: 
171 1 no 4HILE TPUF: ft EXTT VIA A RrTIIRN RY THF PXIT STATE. *1 
172 I 
17- I TS_I APFDIICF(CUIPRFNT_STATPI THEN On: 
174 1 ip IS_TNLnrO_AHEAD_SFT(C IPQFNT_STATF, INPIIT_OIIFIIF(LOnK_AHFAD))) 
179 1 THFN DO: 
171I DF-LAPF YM RrIT(P) SYM = 5;YMTOREA(CIIPEFNTSTATF): 
